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Murray Ky.,Saturday Afternoon, Nov ember 15, 1980

Five Men
Escape From
Area Jails

-

By The Associated Press
Five men have escaped.from two
separate jails in Kentucky. according
to a state police spokesman.
Trooper Richard Wright, public affairs officer at the Mayfield post, said
Jackie Lee Hayes escaped Friday (ruin
the Livingston County Jail at Smithland
around 3:30 p.in. CST.
Hayes, 20, of Paducah, may be driving a 1963 black Plymouth towards'
Evansville, Ind., he said.
Wright said Hayes is 5-foot-11 and
weighs 160 pounds. Hayes was arrested
by state police last Monday on four
counts of burglary, he said.
Four other men sawed their way out
of the Hickman County Jail at Clinton
around 8 p.m. CST Friday, Wright said.
Wright identied the men as:
—Jim 'Cathy, 25, 5-foot-10 and
weighting 175 pounds. The index finger
on his right hand is missing. He was berag field for violation of federral parole.
--Mike Burnley, 18, 6-foot and 145
pounds with a brown beard and
mustache
--W ha n Guinn,about 20,5-foot-9 and
170 .pounds. He was serving time for
armed robbery and should be approached with caution.
—Billy Williams, about 34, 5-foot-9
,and 170 pound. He was being held on a
charge of driving under the influence of
alcohol and for assaulting a police officer.
Wright said police have reason to
believe that the four men were heading
toward Tennessee.
No other details were immediately
available
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Dr. Ellwood Brown
Appointed To State
Agriculture Board

"

FRANKFORT — Dr. Ellwood Brown
Jr. of Westside Veterinary Service in
Murray has been appointed to the State
Board of Agriculture by Alben Barkley,
of
Commissioner
.Kentucky's
Agriculture-. Brown joins five other new
Barkley appointees to the board which
serves an advisory role to the state
Department of Agrichlture.
Brown's four-year term on the board
expires August 1, 1984. The new
agricultural panel will hold its inaugural meeting November 18 at 2:30
pin. in the administrative board room -•
of the Kentucky Fair. and Exposition
Center in Louisville during the North
American International Livestock Exposition.
Fred Wachs of Lexington was reappointed to the board,joining Brown and
five other new members: John May,
Marion; Mike Easley, Stamping
Ground; Jane Vance, Versailles; Dan
Razor, Sharpsburg; and Larry Legg.
Milltown.

The Murray-Calloway County Parks
Board approved a $130,363.27 budget for
1981 at its Friday afternoon meeting.
various
Money ,allocated to
categories of the budget are: salaries
and wages, $66,464.71; supplies and
materials, $24,503.12; vehicle and
equipment expense, $7,700; utilities,
$10,000; office eakpense, $825; insurance, $5,000; employee expense,
$9,370.44; grounds, $1,000; and capital
expenditures,$5,500.
Plans are nearing completion for the
third •annual "Christmas in the Park"
display, according to parks director

Police Department
Kept Busy With Rash
Of Traffic Accidents

HOME ENERGY FAIR — foe Johnson, left, explains the advantages of a woodburning stove to Barbara and E. J.
• DeWitt as Bill Harrell, second from left, looks on Friday during the Home Energy Fair held at the West Kentucky
Livestock and Exposition Center. Harrell owns Harrell's Farm and Home Center. The fair was held to inform area
residents of various energy conservation measures than can be applied to reduce energy consumption and costs in
the home. It was sponsored by Murray State University, the Kentucky Department of Energy and local energy conservation product businesses.

The appointments, announced Friday
as Reagan ended a fiveday vacation at
his California ranch, were the first slots
to filled in the new administration that
will take office Jan. 20.
A temporary transition staff of
several dozen people, headed by Meese,
is screening prospeetive appointees:helping develop policies for the new administration and coordinating the
transfer of power.
at his
Meese, who met with .eagan
home Friday evening, said Reagan
2'hasn't even looked at a list" of prospective candidates for Cabinet
secretaries and other top posts.
Baker was chief of staff of thenPresident Gerald R. Ford's campaign
in 1976, when Reagan unsuccessfully
sought the Republican nomination.
Earlier this year, Baker ran the
presidential campaign of George Bush.
who later became Reagan's running
mate and vice president-elect. Baker
joined Reagan's campaign after Bush
withdrew and moved quickly to the inner circle, playing a key role in the fall
campaign.
Meese, who in recent years has been
a law professor at San Diego University, has been one of Reagan's closest advisers for 14 years.
He served in Reagan's state administration as general counsel and
later chief of staff, and he has been
chief of staff for the Presidential campaign and transition staff.
The announcement was made in a
statement released to the press. Questioned outside a barbershop where he

There will be an organizational
meeting at 7:30 p.m. Monday, Nov. 17,
for all who are interested in singing in a
"Community Chorus." The meeting
will be held in the Library Arts Annex,
712 Main Street.
"Many people have expressed an interest in the formation of such a group

Lady golf winners at the Murray Country Club were
honor recently at a dinner and trophy presentation.
Photos and story in today's Sports Section, Pages 6-7.
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had just gotten a haircut, Reagan merely acknowledged the appointments but made no comment as to why Baker and
Meese were selected for their posts.
The president-elect has a full
schedule of meetings and appointments
for the next week, beginning today with
iu--Palisades-home.
it h former Treasury Secretary John

cloudy
Cloudy with a good chance of
rain today. Steady or slowly falling temperatures. Highs in the
upper 40s. Cloudy and quite cool
tonigbt with lows in the mid 30s.
Partial clearing Sunday and continued cool with highs around 50.
North to northeast winds Ito 15
miles an hour today, tonight and
Sunday. Rain chances 50 percent.
Fair and dry 14100#-through
Wednesday. Early morning lows
will be in the upper 2ps and 30s.

-

.Connally.
Asked if Connally's visit might
foretell a Cabinet appointment, Meese
said only that Connally is one of several
people Reagan is consulting for advice.
On Sunday, Reagan is hosting Texas
Gov. Wdliain Clements for brunch and
--then—plans a meeting with his 14member task force on economic policy.

MSU Officials Wait On
Mussel Rafts Application
Murray State University officials
currently are waiting for responses
'from the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers
and the Tennessee Valley Authority on
an application for two experimental
floating mussel culture rafts in the Tennessee River.
According to Don Johnson,director of
the MSU biological station, the rafts
would be used for experimental work
with mussels, tiny fresh-water clamlike organisms. The experiments would
include the examination of the mussel's
life cycle, Johnson said.
In the past, mussels had been used to
make buttons, Johnson said. He added
that they now are used to form the
nucleus of cultured pearls. If approval
is given for the rafts, it could lead to a
cultured pearl plant in Kentucky,
Johnson said.
Both the Corps of Engineers and TVA
have to approve the project, Johnson

Organizational Meeting Slated
Monday For Community Chorus

inside today
today's index
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Budget Okayed
By Parks Board

Meese, Baker To Split Reagan Command
By DOUG WILLIS
Associated Press Writer
LOS ANGELES !API — Ronald
Reagan is splitting his high command
between a longtime aide and a one-time
foe. One will be in charge inside the
White House,the other outside.
Edwin Meeae-Hi,-Reagan's top aide—
when he was governor of California and
his caMpaign Chief of staff, will be
counselor to the president, overseeing
the Cabinet, domestic policy staff and
National Security Council.
James A. Baker III, who directed two
presidential campaigns against
Reagan, will have equal rank as chief of
staff and will concentrate on external
matters such as press and congressional relations and pat:linage.
Both will be members of the security
council.

1,

and with the holiday season approaching, it seems the appropriate
time to start," Margaret Trevathan,
director of the public library said. "The
recent addition of the Arts Annex to
library facilities makes it possible to offer rehearsal or performance space as
needed."
Dr. Irma H. Collins, who serves on
the music faculty of Murray State
University, has volunteered her services as a director. She has had wide
experience in directing both collegiate
and church groups.
"A number of people who like to sing
and have had no outlet to use their voice
have discussed the possibility of a communit, .-..!•orus for some time," Dr. Collins stated. "The idea of getting
together on a regular basis for fun singing and putting together musicals to be
performed at local events, such as
Dickens' Christmas, concerts in the
park, and Court73quare singings are
possibilities.
There will not be auditions Monday
evening as all people from high sahool
age and older who would like to be in* eluded as a charter mainber of' the
group will be accepted. The only prerequfkite will be the desire to sing and the
time needed for a probable weekly
rehearsal.

said. He added he has talked with TVA
officials about the project and they
"have no problems with it."
According to a joint notice from the
Corps of Enginners and TVA,"the decision whether to issue a permit will be
based on an evaluation of the probable
impact of the proposed activity on the
public interest. That decision will
reflect the national concern for both
protection and utilization of important
resources."
Any written statements concerning
the experimental rafts received in the
TVA office by Dec. 8 will be considered
in making the final decision.
Statements are to be mailed to The
Director of Land and Forest Services,
Norris, Tenn.,37828.
Specific details concerning both rafts
will be finalized pending their approval,
Johnson said. It was propsed that they
be located at the 44.5 mile point of the
Tennessee River in Calloway County.

1 he Murray' Ponca Department was
Lent busy Friday and Friday night with
a rash- of traffic accidents reported
within the city.
During the period from 12 a m. Friday until midnight Friday; officers'ite
vestigated six wrecks, the majority of
them relatively minor. No injuries were
reported in any of the accidents.
2-hour period, from 8
/
During one 21
p.m. until 10:30 p.m, Friday, four accidents were reported on Murray
streets.
A police spokesman said rain-slick
streets contributed to the cause of the
accidents, one of which involved a car
hitting a mobile home at Riviera
Trailer Court.

James Stickler Is
Named State Arts
Education Head
James Stickler, an assistant professor of art at Murray State University, has been named president of the
—1(.entucky Art Education Association.
Stickler will direct the state's art
educators professional programs in his
role as chairman Of the executive council. He will also coordinate Kentucky's
programs With those of the National Art
Education Association,
Stickler has also served as chairman
of the KAEA higher education division,
secretary to the executive council and
first vice president. Prior to joining the
faculty at Murray State,Stickler taught
in public schools and universities in
Pennsylvania and was active in the
Pennsylvania Art Education AssociaAt Murray State, Stickler serves as
director of the children's Saturday art
workshops, is area chairman of the art
education and teaches art at the
ungergraduate and graduate levels.

Vocational Center
Will Hold Open
House Monday Night
The Murray Area Vocational Center
will hold an open house from 6:30 to 8:30
p.m. Monday, Nov. 17.
All parents of students attending the
center and other people are urged to attend, according to James Lawson, principal. All shops and classrooms will be
open, and teachers and personnel will
be present to show the facilities and
answer any questions.

Squad Keeps Fire
From Spreading To
House; One Injured
Quick action by the Calloway Coanty
Fire-Rescue Squad Friday afternoon
resulted in only minimal fire damage to
a house on the Doc Wallace Road off of
Ky. 121 N.
The fire destroyed a storage building
behind the home of Mrs. Finis Hutchens
but Rescue Squad personael kept the
blaze from spreading to the house,
which is owned by Ernest Underwood.
A squad spokesman said that when
they arrived on the scene, the raar of
the frame home was scorched and
smoking from the intense heat of the
fire in the nearby storage building.
Another adjacent outbtidcling als
received heat damage from the fire.
Wilma Sanders was reported to have
received first degree burns on her face
and harms when she attempt to put out
the fire before the arrival of the rescue
squad. The squad spokesman said first
aid was administered to the burns at
the scene and the injuries were not
believed to be serious.

City Schools Will
Observe Week With
Open Visitation
American Education Week is being
observed in the Murray City Schools
next week with a public invitation to
visit the schools and observe classes in
progress.
The public is invited to visit Robert- :
son Elementary School on Monday,
Nov. 17, and Carter Elementary on
Tuesday, Nov. 18, between the hours of
8:30 a.m. and 2 p.m. Murray Middle
School personnel will host the visitation
on Thursday, Nov. 20, from 9 a.m. to
2:30 p.m. Parents and students will be
available at entrances to each school to
give directions and answer questions. It
is requested that visitors not plan ,eat
lunch in the cafeteria because of space
limitations. However, this can be
scheduled later by individual request.
Murray High School will hold its
"back to school" night PTO meeting on
Monday, Nov. 17. A short program
featuring the Murray High Jazz Band
will begin in the school cafeteria at 7
p.m. after which parents will follow
their child's schedule.

,
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BAND TRIP DONATION — Gene Schanbacher, Rotary Club president, right, presents;WO check to Arvin Culton, co-president of the Murray tligh School Band Boosters, to help defray the cost of the band's trip to the Macy's
Thanksgiving Day Parade. W. A. f rankkn, principal, is at left, The Rotarians raised the money through their Charity
Horse Show and other projects. The band's "Buy-A-Mile" Day is set for today and will conclude v.ith a spaghetti supper at the Murray High cafeteria from 5 to 8 p.m. The band, which will leave hest Saturday for New York Eity, lacks
$4,100 to make the trip.
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Gary Hohman. Ten new displays will be
idded this year to the third annual program.
The new additions will make a total of
floodlighted
30 larger-than-life
Christmas card scenes, three of which
will be animated. The scenes are constructed on either side of the winding
road through the park.
Hohman said public response to the
one-night visit to the park last year of
Mr. and Mrs. Santa Claus was so great
that the pair will be available six nights
this year for children to visit. Tentative
dates are Dec. 15-19 and Dec. 22.
Board committee appointments for
1981 include: Personnel — Mark
Blankenship, Bill Bailey, Sid Easley;
Finance — Steve Sammons, Billy Erwin, E. I.. Howe Jr.; Construction — Gil
Hopson,Sherwood Potts, Bettye Baker;
Carolyn Adams,
amd Program
Florence Hudspeth alici Dave Howell,
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ICE CREAM
.
AND NUTRIENTS
: A San Francisco ice cream
baker has come up with a
for parents of
children who will not eat their
yegetables.• He makes ice
Chop walnuts fine, set aside.
If you have looked at your
cream with vegetable ingreSoften gelatin in water in a 2dients. Ted Hansen's Polly calendar recently, you will
quart saucepan. Stir in pumAnn ice cream shop carries 14 realize that Thanksgiving-Day
pkin,'7 cup of the sugar, milk,
flavors, including avocado, is not far away. The other
lightly beaten egg yolks, spice
dorrot, sweet corn and beet. evening Margaret / Mrs. Ben
and salt. Heat just to boiling,
teven years of experimenta- Trevathan and her staff enterstirring constantly.
tion went into development of tained the Trustees of the
Turn heat very low and cook
the health-food ice cream. Library and their spouses with
a delicious old-fashioned early 5 minutes stirring. Remove
Thanksgiving dinner.
from heat; add vanilla and
One of the delicacies was cool. Chill until mixture
Thru Thur.
this Layered Walnut Pumpkin thickens slightly. Beat egg
4'SatSun
Pie, Diane Johnson is very whites to soft peaks. Gradualthoughtfully sharing this with ly beat in 2 Tbsp. .sugar,
John Travolta
you.
. •
.
beating until stiff.
'URBAN
LAYERED WALNUT
Fold into pumpkin mixture,
COWBOY',PC
PUMPKIN PIE
along with chopped walnuts.
34 cup Diamond Walnuts
It • 7513314
Beat cream with remaining
: envelope unflavored sugar until very stiff. Turn
They Thur.
gelatin
half pumpkin mixture into pie
• 20 • 2 ,41`,,,,t
'4 cup cold water
shell and spread level. Top
4
(401 1411 H 514.
1 can / 1 pound I pumpkin
with '4 of the cream and
34 cup granulated sugar
spread in even layer. Spoon on
milk
'2 cup
remaining pumpkin filling.
3 large eggs,separated
Decorate top with remaining
1 tsp. pumpkin pie spice
cream and walnut halves.
tsp. salt
Chill at least 4 hours before
'4 tsp. vanilla
BARGAIN MATINEE
cutting. Makes 1 9-inch pie. 8
1 cup whipping cream
SAT.-SUN. 2:00
servings.
1 9-inch baked, cooled pie
All Seats $1.50
+++
shell
The department of speech
Walnut halves for decoraand theatre of Murray High
Thru 1 1 / 27
tion

Rainey'

Community Happenings Are Listed

3
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By RAINEY APPERSON
School presented "Once Upon
A Mattress," Nov. 13-15, in the
Murray Middle School
Auditorium. This enchanting
musical was directed by Mark
Etherton with the musical
direction by Alice E. RossReinhardt and Sue Spann was
the accompanist. The audience loved every minute of
this "real story behind the
Princess and the Pea." The
cast was outstanding, and
they didn't miss a line.
+++
Murray has been fortunate
this week in the many diversified types of entertainment.
The Statler Brothers, along
with vocalist Brenda Lee
played to a full house at Murray State University. Brenda
Lee brought the house down
with her version of "Sorry, So
Sorry," and the Statler
Brothers really put the icing
on the cake with "How Great
Thou Art" as well as other hit
recordings that made them
"Vocal Group of the Year" for
c/w music.

00 Sat .Sun

AnAnwrwanDm.M
Km,mbp•ALuvetiubry
ClidfilMigkEr

#

Vc..4
a

Mrs 11/.27
'I 00 r 2 00 Sat .

on Knotts•Tim Conway
"The
Private Eyes"(PG)

3

MURRAY HIGH PTO —

Officers of the Murray High School Parent-Teacher
Organization are, from left, Lynn Stout, secretary, Peggy Billington, president, and Linda Jones, vice president. Not pictured is Pat Swift, treasurer. The PTO will sponsor its
annual"Back to School Night" on Monday, Nov. 17, at 7 p.m. at the school. All parents
and interested persons are urged to attend, Mrs. Billington said.
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You name it...
they're ready for it!
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THE LAST VIRGIN
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A MAN A DAY
KEEPS THE BLUES AWAY1
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All Rated "R"
Each Feature Shown Once
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Frances Drake
FOR SUNDAY,NOVEMBER 16,1980
What kind of day will tomorrow be? To find out what the
stars say, read the forecast
given for your birth Sign.
ARIES
Mar.21 to Apr. 19)
The day is romantic, but
clandestine involvements are
not favored. Find out what's
troubling someone. Be compassionate.
TAURUS
Apr. 20 to May 20)
Share thoughts with loved
ones. Social life is favored if
you don't overdo healthwise.
Develop your creative talents.
GEMINI
( May 21 to June 20)
You are career oriented but
shouldn't mix business with
pleasure. Make the most of
current opportunities. Evening is ripe for romance.
CANCER
June 21 to July 221
Travel may cause inconve-

YOU ARE INVITED TO ATTEND
A SERIES OF SERMONS
Presented By

VIRGIL TROUT
Minister
Skillman Avenue Church of Christ
Dallas, Texas

Schedule of Services
Tuesday: November 18, 7:00 p.m. — "Big Sins of Little Sinners"
Wednesday: November 19, 7:00 p.m. — "Christianity Confronts
the Future"
Thursday: November 20, 7:00 p.m. — "What If The End of the
World Does Not Come Soon?"
Special Service-Wednesday:
November 19, 7:15 a.m.-7:45 a.m. —
Devotional

University
Church of Christ
Murray, Ky.
4

1

PAC

nience. Cultural matters are
favored. Do-it-yourself project
could bring pleasure.
LEO
(July 23 to Aug.22
An argument could arise
about finances. Care needed in
travel. The day is a good bet
for romance and pleasant
times.
VIRGO
(Aug. 23 to Sept. 22)
Despite harmony with
others, a problem could arise
about money. WEvening is
especially good for enjoying
home life.
LIBRA
(Sept. 23 to Oct. 22) —
Morning brings new ideas
about IRcome and work projects, bdt-..be careful where
health is concerned. Romantic
visits and creativity bring joy
later.

np%.

SCORPIO
(Oct. 23 to Nov. 211
There could be some disappointment in connection with
an outing, but day should prove
romantic.
Seek
togetherness.
SAGITTARIUS
( Nov. 22 to Dec.21)
There could be some strain
between family members and
friends. A social occasion
leads to romantic introductions.
CAPRICORN
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 19)
Short visits are fun. Avoid
discussion of career matters
to avert dissension. Romance
has a mysterious or
glamourous aspect now.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
Day favors career talks.
You'll gain new thoughts
about business. Avoid dubious
money-making
schemes.
Stars favor romance.
PISCES
(Feb. 19 to Mar. 20) X
Good news from a distance.
Avoid tiffs over spending or
assets. WYour prime time
comes later when you captivate others.
YOU'BORN TODAY have a
strong ethical sense but can
become set in your ways.
You'd make a goal:Ills/1*c'—
any belief( you espoused.
You're at your best when you
devote your fine intellect to an
understanding of the prOblems
that beset mankind. You have
the ability to commercialize
your creative gifts.

Saturday, Nov.15
Chapter M, P. E. 0.
Sisterhood, will meet at 12
noon for a luncheon at the
home of Mrs. James Berhow
at Mayf meld.
Kirksey Camp 170 and Unit
911 of the Woodmen of the
World will have a family night
supper at 6:30 p.m. at the
Kirksey School cafeteria. All
food will be furnished by the
units.
Purchase—A7g. 4-H Forum
for eight counties including
Calloway County will start at
9:30 a.m. at Rosenthal Hall,
Paducah Community College,
Paducah.
Auction by the Murray
School of Practical Nursing
will be at 10 a. m. at the
American Legion Hall, South
Sixth and Maple Streets.
Funds will go toward the
pledge of the nurses to the
Cripple Children's Telethon.
Fund raising events by the
Murray High Band Boosters
will be roadblocks from 11:30
a.m. to 1:30 p.m. at four locations in Murray; Spaghetti
Supper from 5 to 8 p.m. at the
Murray High cafeteria. The
band will perform at various
locations throughout the city
during the day. Pledge donations will be taken from 4 to 8
p.m by calling 7534202.
Ham br—e=i7sponsored
by Murray Lodge No. 105 Free
and Accepted Masons, will be
served starting at 6 a.'m at the
lodge hall, located at Highway
121 North at Johnny Robertson
Road.
Fall Festival will be held
from 6 to 9 p.m. at the
Calloway Middle School.
Third night of "Once Upon A
Mattress" will be presented
by the Murray High Speech
and Theatre Department at 8
p.m. at the Murray Middle
School. Admission will be $3
for adults, $2 for students, and
children under six free.
Murray State University Rifle Team will sponsor an open
invitational match at Roy
Stewart Stadium range today
and tomorrow.
Events at Land Between the
Lakes will include Mysteries
of Migration at noon, Hunting
Waterfowl with Gun or
Camera from 1 to 2:30 p.m.,
and Hunter Safety at 3 p.m.,
all at Center Station; Harvest
Fest at 1 p.m. at The
Homeplace-1 .
Alcoholics Anonymous and
Alanon will meet at 8 p.m. at
the west end of the West Kentucky Livestock and Exposition Center,
Four-Wheel Pull, sponsored
by the Sedalia Lions Club, is
scheduled at the West Kentucky Livestock and Exposition Center, College Farm
Road.
Square and round dancing
will be held at 7:30 p.m. at the
Woodmen of the World hall.

Monday, Nov. 17
Simony, Nov. 16
Murray Art Guild will be
Lisa Cates, senior from
Paducah, will present a per- open from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.
cussion recital at 2 p.m. In the
Recital Hall, Fine Arts Annex,
Theta Department of the
Murray State University.
Murray Woman's Club will
meet at 7:30 p.m. at the club
Potluck Thanksgiving din- house with Dr. Farouk Umar
ner, churchwide, will follow as speaker.
Sunday School at the Martin's
Chapel United Methodist
Open house will be held at
Church.
the Murray Vocational Center
from 6:30 to 8:30 p.m.
Church-wide skating party
will
Church
Christian
First
for
Back to School Night will be
be from 4:30 to 6:30 p.m. at the held at Murray High School at
Rink.
Skating
Lynn Grove
7 p.m., sponsored by the
Chili will be served at the Parent-Teacher Organization.
$1
party.
church after the
All parents and interested percovers cost of skating and sons are urged to attend.
chili.
The public is invited in
Events at Land Between the
lakes will include Return of observance of American
the Winged Giants at 2 p.m., Education Week to visit
Man's Best Friend from noon Robertson School from 8:30
to 4 p.m., and Decoys from a.m. to 2 p.m.
noon to 4 p.m., all at Center
Betty Sledd Group of First
Station, and Leonid Meteor Baptist Church
Women will
Golden
at
p.m.
Show at 10
meet at 9 a.m. with Mrs. Gary
Pond Visitors Center Theater. Lamb.
Community Theatre's
Douglas Center and Hazel
Young Actors Guild will hold
its second "Guild Gallery" Center will be open from 10
meeting at 5:30 p.m. in the a.m. to 2 p,m. for activities by
Library Arts Annex, 712 Main the Senior Citizens with lunch
at Douglas at 12 noon and at
Street.
Hazel at 11:45 a.m.
Kirksey Methodist Men's
Breakfast will be at 7 a.m. at
Xi Alpha,Delta Chapter of
the church with Dan Shipley Beta Sigma Phi will make
Santa pictures at Sears from 6
as guest speaker.
to 9 p.m.
Monday,Nov. 17
Bluegrass State CB Club
Golden Circle Class ot
will meet at 7 p.m. at Big Joe's Memorial Baptist Church will
Family Restaurant.
have a party for a group at
Western State Hospital at 5:30
Penny Homemakers Club p.m.
a
will meet at 1 p.m. at the home
of Maudena Butterworth.
Organizational meeting for
Discussion of Waste those interested in singing in a
Disposal in Calloway County, Community Chorus will be at
sponsored by the League of the Library Arts Annex, 712
Women Voters will tke at 8 Main Street, at 7:30 p.m.
p.m. at City Hall with Ken
Murray Senior Citizens will
Yates as*guest speaker.
work on bazaar articles from
Murray Chapter of National 12:30 t 3 p.m. For
Secretaries Association will transportation call 753-0929 by
meet at 6:30 p.m. at the II a.m.
Boston Tea Party with the proTuesday,Nov. 18
gram to be by the Front Porch
Eva Wall Mission Group of
Swing.
Memorial Baptist Church will
Singles Unlimited will meet meet with Lalla Boyd at 2 p.m.
at 7 p.m. in the Educational
Xi Alpha Delta of Beta
Building, second floor, First
Sigma Phi will make Santa
Christian Church,
pictures at Sears from 6 to 9
Recovery, Inc., will meet at p.m.
7:30 p.m. at the Health Center,
North Seventh and Olive
Senior Adults of First BapStreets.
tist Church will have a potluck
luncheon at 12 noon at the
Murray Lodge No. 105 Free Fellowship Hall of the church.
and Accepted Masons will
have a potluck dinner at 6:30
The public is invited in
p.m. with work in the Master observance of American
Mason degree to be at 7:30 Education Week to visit
p.m. at the lodge hall.
Carter School from 8:30 a.m.
to 2 p.m.
Calloway County Association for Retarded Citizens is
Donald W. Doerr, Columbia,
scheduled to meet at 7 p.m. at
Ill., will present his junior basthe Special Education
soon recital at 7 p.m. in FarBuilding, Murray State
rell Recital Hall, Fine Arts
University.
Center, Murray State.

Tuesday, Nov. 18
Faculty Brass Quintet
recital by Eldon Matliko,
Richard Farrell, Ray Conklin
and Jim Alsop will be at 8:15
p.m. in the Farrell Recital
Hall, Fine Arts Center, Murray State. There is no admission charge and the public is
invited.
Murray Art Guild will be
open from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.

HI

Music Department ot Murray Woman's Club will meet
at 7:30 p.m. at the club house.
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Murray Assembly No. 19
Order of the Rainbow for Girls
will meet at 7 p.m. at the lodge
hall.
Retirees of Local 1068 UAW
of the Tappan Company and
other retirees of other locals
will meet for a covered dish
supper at 5:30 p.m. at the
First Christian Church.
Willing Workers Class
Sinking Spring Baptist Church
will meet at 6:30 p.m. at Seven
Seas for dinner. Later the
group will go to the home of
Kathryn Starks for dessert
and fellowship.

Senior Citizens will meet as
follows: Dexter at 9:30 a.m, at
the Dexter Center; Douglas
Center from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m.;
Hazel Center from 10 a.m.62
p.m.; Murray at Ellis Center
from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m.
Free blood pressure check
will be from 12 noon to 2 p.m.
at the Seventh-day Adventist
Church at Sycamore and
South 15th Streets.
Parents Anonymous will
meet at 6:30 p.m. For information call 753-5995 or 4354385.
Men's Prayer Breakfast of
First United
Methodist
Church will be at 7 a.m.
Mothers' Morning Out will
be at 9 a.m. at the First United
Methodist Church. ,
Special class on "Your
Amazing Infant" will be at
9:30 a.m, at the Memorial
Baptist Church with Mary
Usher as instructor:For
mation call 759-1294.
Murray TOPS (take off"
pounds sensibly) Club will
meet at 7 p.m. at the Health
Center.
Singles Class of Seventh and
Poplar Church of Christ will
meet at 7 p.m. at the church.
Alcoholics Anonymous will
meet at 8 p.m. at the west end
of the West Kentucky Exposition Center.
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... At our Open House-Monday 17, 1980
3:30 p.m.-8:30 p.m.
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Hey Kids!(21 yrs & under)
Mials Scheel, Nigh Sol*.
Veiny Melts
Conte On In.
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Murray Optimist Club will
meet at 6 p.m. at the Boston
Tea Party,
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Hey Parents! We welcome you
SOW to come and tee Nte
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Featuring...
Craig Thurman
& Pam Wilk*
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Of Thermse'l Dance Vale

t

1918 Coldwater Rd.
Dancing Demonstrations
in Late Afternoon and Evening

Dance Area
With New Groups
Every 30 Minutes

1
e

Introducing
Disc Jockey

BA NOUN

/
All Types Of
Dancing — Not eil
Just Disco!

..,

I*
VI

41SC-02 DANCING

-

1300 Block-Main St.
Owned & Operated By Hungry Bear Restaurant

(No Sandoieloes WIN Be Seld Open None)
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Murray Business News Briefs
SBA's Business Loans,
Counseling Services
Help Thousands Of Firms
Thursday;
The Small Business Ad- Paducah,
ministration's business loans November 20, 1980 from 9:00
12:00 noon.
ind counseling services have a.m. till
Services provided by SBA in
helped thousands of small
loans infirms originate, expand, and addition to -business
prosper. Prospective new clude management counseling
business owners, as well as and training programs to
persons already in business, upgrade management skills.
will have the opportunity to Persons interested in
find out about assistance establishing a new business,
available from SBA on the as well as owners of existing
first Thursday of each month businesses, are welcome to
consult with the SBA
in Paducah.
A representative from the representative regarding
PAINTING FLOOR — Bruce Ottway, owner of Ottway Signs, 205 S. 7th, recently painfinancial assistance or other
Service Corps of Retired Exted
the Murray State University mascots and logo on the nets basketball floor in the
problems
ecutives (SCORE) will be at management
arena.
relating
to
the
operation
of
a
this agency's part-time office
at City Hall, Commissioner's*.small business.
Current financial records of
floor),
Chambers (second
•
.
.
the business and personal',
finanCial statements will
DIED LAUGHING
English translator St. assist the SBA representative
When Clinique began runn- strength ), followed by the cor- que at hand when he travels.
Neat, economical, no exThomas Urquhart died in 1660 in advising you.
ing its two-p4,e, four-color rect strength of Scrolling LoAdditional information may "Medicine Cabinet" ad, a tion 11'2, 22 or 3'2) and a tremes. Just good; sound, noduring a fit of laughter on learnonsense products, that perning that Charles II had been be obtained by calling 502) mark was set for the future in lubricant, M-lotiOn, costs just
444-8500.
pennies a day. A minimum in- form. All, allergy tested and
restored to the throne.
Men's Skin Supplies'.
100% fragrance free.
This compelling advertise- vestment to put one's skin in
ment is a milestone — both for shape and keep it that way.
Clinique men are getting
Clinique and for the history of
results and-upon -discovering
men's skin care.
In the past, when men talk- the slow usc-up rate Abe soap
ed men's products,they talked lasts 38 mor ths I, are finding
fragrance. With the debut of that derrnatologically correct
this ad, they are talking skin grooming products cost no
Licensed For
fitness — the look of tone, the more than drug store or superlook of health and the look of market shopping. Clinique
Commercial & Residential
Even if your name is
quality skin. Thus, a makes for mistake-proof purScrooge, you'll probably need
chasing. Everything is good
milestone.
extra cash this Christmas.
To experience Skin Supplies until the last ounce, dollop or
And as any wise man knows,
Murray Ky.
silver.
And
the
everything
i.
optimally
with
porFor Men
the • ReYnolds _Aluminum
right soap (regular or extra- table,so a man can has ; innRecycling' Company will pay
you cold cash for clean used
aluminum cans and scrap.
Nationally, Reynolds pays a
base rate of 23 cents per pound
for recyclable aluminum
almost a penny a can
However, in same areas the
Company pays a bonus rate of
between 1 and 12- additional
ccrnts per pound.
Keeping with the trend of this type of clothing appeals to
Reynolds buys aluminum
traditional, classic clothing, persons who expect value
beverage cans and other clean
Buckingham-Ray, located in from clothes and who wish to
household aluminum products
the Dixieland Shopping ''build and invest" - in warsuch as pie plates, foil, food
Center, has a full line of drobes, since they never go
containers, TV dinner trays,
women's fashions to comple- out of style.
ment the various men's styles.
Brand names of the new
clothing, which cater to th6
Ivy League or prep look, include Sero, Thompson, Izod
I and many others. The new line
includes skirts, slacks, shirts,
blouses, blazers and accessories.
Store owner Buddy Buckingham said inventory for the
Call your local power distributor and ask about the
new line "started small" but
Heat Pump Financing Plan. It is a plan that offers
has grown because response
low-interest loans to qualifying consumers for buying and
"has been very good." With
installing an electric heat pump.
. the rapid growth, Buckingham said he expects to
Then, call us. We will
.,,
‘1
11
lAWS
have a large inventory by spr7i...omer
expertly install your
HEAT
PUMP
ing.
.1
-11__
-:_
FINANCING
new heat pump system acHe added the clothes appeal
PLAN
cording to the program's
to all age groups.
specifications. ,
Buckingham said it has
been a recent practice for
specialty stores to expand
their lines to include women.
A woman also will be in the
store full-time to help with the
customers' needs.
Since 1968, BuckinghamRay has specialized in the
traditional, classic tailored
clothing. Buckingham said

Clinique Sets Mark For Men

Danny M. Dunn's
Electric

The Heat Pump Buckingham-Ray Now
Has Full Line Of
TwoStep
Women's Fashions

!

I

2

Murray
Electric System

lg...
man
ION
pee Stale

753-5312

WOMEN'S WEAR — Betty Buckingham (left) and Kay Ray
will assist customers with women's traditional, classic
clothing at Buckingham-Ray.

How do others
make more profits?
Your CPA knows.

Is Your
"Cash Flow"
Becoming

Financial structuring and short and long
range planning are just a few of many
services performed by Certified Public
Accountants(CPAs)that can prove
profitable whether you area one-man
operation, partnership. or corporation In
the process of auditing. CPAs scrutinize
your internal control systems. cash flow,
depreciation of assets, securities, inventory valuations, contracts, leases, insurance, tax reserves, and related in'
formation concerning your financial
position and operating results

ter Rd.
strations
nd Evening

Of
-Not
tea

and dip, pudding and meat
containers. Unlike most
recycling
companies,
Reynolds.will also accept virtually any aluminum castings
such as pots, pans,
lawnmower housing, barbeque grills, antennas, guttering, and storm doors and win-.
dows. These items must be cut
to lengths of three feet or
under, free of other metal
bolts and toolings, must be
securely bundled and not mixed in with aluminum cans.
Aluminum items are lightweight and non-magnetic, so
test the material before you
attempt to recycle it.
For more information
regarding current rate per
pound and nearest collection
point, call the Reynolds
Aluminum Recycling Company's toll-free number: 1-800228-2525.

Dr. Michael Ridley of Murray has been elected to the
Board of Governors of the
University of Louisville School
of Dentistry AlumnioAssociation for a term of three years.
The Murray doctor is in the
practice of oral and maxillofacial surgery with offices
at 300 South Eighth Street,
Suite 109, Murray.
Dr. Ridley, a native of
Dawson Springs, received his
predental study at Western
State University, Bowling
Green, and graduated from
the University of;Louisville in
1966. He spent 12 years as an
oral surgeon with the United
States Navy before opening
his practice in Murray in
August 1978.
He is married to the former
Jean Carol Cunningham of
Dawson Springs and they have
two daughters. Diana Carol,
14, and Patricia Kelly, 12.
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You need both.
Allstate homeowners
insurance and
mortgage protection
life insurance.

Allstate's homeowners insurance will
help to rebuild your house if an insured
disaster strikes.
But, what if something happens to
you? Who will pay off the mortgage?
That's why you also need Allstate Life's
mortgage protection life insurance. It
helps pay off the mortgage if you die.
So your family will have help to live in
a debt-free home. You need both kinds
of insurance.
Just give me a call and get in on
Allstate's Good
Hands protection.
AllState'
See or Phone
Bob Billington CPCU You're in good hands,
ran, e. ornimns
Guy Billington
- ,••
I rl.kirm
ompar,
Owen Billington
Dan Shipley
Tom Scruggs
Mike Outland
7534751 Bel-Air Center

urray
Insurance
Agency

Bank of Murray
offer our

Dr. Michael Ridley
Bruce Ottway
4,-0"4.6.4

David Ki.ag Gene Landolt - Adele Kupchella
,
• 111.11,

Certified Public Accountant

RIVERSIDE INSURANCE COMPANY

Congratulations
to

,Etna. Think...
Think Positive. Think'
0tiit.j
INSURANCE

4a, ow- •---,nelw

King-landolt
Insurance Center
Of Murray
901 Sycamore
Ph. 753-8355

gpipipeFlyir -41k,4,(o
We at the

Through /finals Commercial Account Billing
System (CABS), you can pay your insurance
premiums either monthly or quarterly, with only a
' small finance charge. And since,./Etna bills you
directly, our agency can spend more time servicing and advising you on your business insurance
program.
Call our agency today to find out all the advantages of CABS.Featuring convenient monthly or
quarterly "pay-asyou-go" business insurance.

CPA
profIssion
More than a title, it's avt

201 S 6th Street

Riverside's is!
Yes, Riverside's low
cost insurance pays you
for damage caused by
birds, game animals and
forced-landing aircraft.
This is only one of the
many extra benefits
received through Riverside's low cost auto insurance.

Dr. Michael Ridley
Elected To U Of L
Dentistry Governors

"Cash Drain?"

Certified Public Accountants are
professionals authorized by law to perform the full range of accounting ser
,vices,For help in increasing your
profitability consult Michael H Keller,
CPA Certified Public Accountants perform the full range of accounting services.

tr.

Ottway said he was asked tu
What started out as lettering
in high school has turned into paint the truck by the Don
Faughn Trucking Co. in
a business career for Bruce
California about three years
Ottway, owner of Ottwily
before the movie was made.
Signs, formerly Murray Sign
When it was decided to use the
Craft, 205 S. 7th St.
truck in the film, Ottway
Ottway said after he began
lettering, "one 'thing led to touched it up prior to filming.
The truck also was in the Muranother..." Later, he took over
ray State University
business from a sign painter
and has been making signs for Homecoming parade.
Racer basketball also will
over four years.
In his sign painting become familiar with Ottbusiness, Ottway, along with way's work. He recently
his wife Connie, does custom finished painting the Racet
lettering, graphics and fine mascot and logo on the nev
floor in the arena. The mascot
arts. He also can employ a few
is in two place on the floor.
rarities in the printing field —
MSU is written in the center
silk screening, colligraphy,
jump circle, Murray State
pin striping and gold leafing.
University on the sidelines
Ottway said the different
and Racers at each end.
styles of lettering he uses "are
Currently, Ottway and his
endless."
wife are taking Order's for
Burt Reynolds fans are
custom designed Christmas
familiar with Ottway's work
cards.
since he painted the truck in
When not at work, Bruce
"Smokey and the Bandit II."
and Connie enjoy bike riding.
For more information about
the services offered by- Ottway
Signs or to place an order, dial
753-9998 or stop by the S. 7ffi
Street store.

Reynolds Aluminum
Will Pay Cash For
Aluminum Cans, Scrap

Call 436-2372

401 Olive

CAREFUL
High School Lettering
Turns Into Business
DRIVERS
Career For Bruce Ottway is your AUTO
INSURANCE
tot the BIRDS?
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Today In History

Echoes From The Past By Judy Maupin

Cemetery Project Update
As most readers of this column are
aware, I have been involved for some
time in hunting and recording all the
cemeteries in the county. I have set a
deadline of the first of the year for
myself, to be finished with this task and
have the book off to press.
Although I really feel that I have
found probably 95% of the cemeteries to
be found, there is still that 5% that
escape my grasp. Most of these are
very small burial places — in fact,
some may no longer have any tombstones to mark their location. So I'd like
to ask the help of anyone who can and
will help me finish up my task.
If anyone can give me information on
how to find any cemetery that I have
not already found (either draw me a
map of where it is located, call me and
describe the location — for instance,
whose farm it is on — or in any way help
me locate and record it t, I will give that
person a certificate for a free copy of
the Calloway County Cemetery
Records when it is finished ( hopefully
some time in February).
Just last week-end I was driving
down to Old Salem Cemetery to bring it
up to date Ven I looked Across a field
and saw is hat looked like a small
cemetery — one cedar tree and some
honeysucla in the middle of the field —
and when I walked over to it, I was
elated to find that there were three
tombstones there. So I was able to mark
one off my list of lost graveyards — the
Curd Cemetery.
. Some others that remain elusive are
the Scott, Harris, Ayres, two Minters
one may be in Graves County, but until
I find its location I won't know for

sure), the Harding ( where J.C. Spann is
buried) and the lone grave near
Wadesboro where old Dr. Nuckolls was
buried.
1 have also, for the last four years or
so, collected miscellaneous records of
burials, such as the death records from
1911 on, located at the County Health
Center. In this way, I have been able to
identify many graves which were never
marked by stones.
Nevertheless, I am aware that there
are many more unmarked graves in the
county left to be identified. So, if any
readers have family or know of anyone
whose grave is not presently marked by
a legible tombstone ( many old funeral
markers have become unreadable
through the years and are of no help),
please send me these names along with
the birth and death dates if you have
them. In this way, the cemetery
records will be as complete and accurate as we can make them.
I think we are all aware that the more
time that passes, the more likely it is
that these ancestors will be forgotten,
unless there is some effort made to
record their passing.

I have one last request. Some time
ago, Mrs. Williams wrote me a letter
telling about a small (two graves)
burial place out near the Holland
Cemetery. She said that she believed
they were the graves of Ira Fox's
parents. Since that time, I have not
been able to learn anything more about
it. There are no markers on the graves,
although I did find their location. If
anyone reading this can help with
names or dates, please let me know.

Religious Roundup
By GEORGE W. CORNELL
AP Religion Writer
NEW YORK AP) — At the end of a
long trail of talk,factfinding travel and
deliberations, the National Council of
Churches has taken a new stand on the
Middle East conflict. Some people don't
like it, but about that, the Rev. William
Howard, council president, quotes his
grandmother:
"'If nobody gripes about what you're
doing you must be doing something
wrong."
'
In any case, the coo erative
organization of most major US. Protestant and Eastern Orthodox denominations has called for Israeli negotiations
with the militant Palestine Liberation
Organization as a new initiative for
peace in the region. The PLO is the "only voice of the
Palestinian people, and appears to be
the only body able to negotiate a settlement," says the new policy statement
adopted last week by the council's
governing board of 250 church
representatives.
The designation of the PLO as the only "voice" for Palestinians rankled
some churchmen. It's not a factual
"policy statement but a propaganda
statement," said the Rev. Paul Crow of
Indianapolis, a Christian Churh
(Disciples of Christ) delegate.
All 16 Episcopal Church delegates
backed a move by one of them, attorney
George McGonigle of Houston, to
broaden the section to include Jordan
and other Arab states, along with the
PLO, but this was rejected.
William P. Thompson, chief United
Presbyterian executive and one of an
inquiry panel that spent two weeks in
the Middle East conferring with

Capitol Ideas
WASHINGTON I AP) — Members of
Congress, back in town this week for a
lame-duck session, may see this
bumper sticker on a car parked in the
House of Representatives' underground
garage: "The Republicans are Corning."
The automobile, parked in a space
assigned to Rep. John J. Duncan, RTenn., could be a bitter reminder to
congressional Democratic leaders that
their days of firm control of both
chambers are numbered. Down to
about 50, in fact.
A headline in the current issue of
"Roll Call," a weekly newspaper
published on Capitol Hill, makes the
same point — but in fewer words.
It says: "Surprise! Surprise!"'.
Senate Majority Leader Robert C.
Byrd, D-W.Va., sees the Election Day
carnage of Democrats — giving
Republicans control of the Senate for
the first time in 26 years and inflicting
heavy loses on Democratic incumbents
in the House — as something more than
a surprise.
"This was a _healthy shock," Byrd
said.
*rd. appeared to- be the only
Democratic leader who used the word
healthy in describing the election
results.
Byrd will swap titles and offices in
January with Senate Minority Leader
Howard H. leer Jr., R-Tenn.

Israelis and Palestinians on the matter,
said the invariable impression from
Palestinians, high and low, was that the
PLO represented them.
Two years of preliminary work went
into the new statement, replacing one of
1968. Developmental stages included
public hearings in several cities, the
Middle East trip led by the Rev. Tracy
Jones, United Methodist missions 'executive, draftings, consideration and
redrafting.
The
9,000-word
statement,
moral-theological justifications for Christian involvement in the
issue, said certain conditions are
necessary to "make possible" IsraeliPLO negotiations, including:
—Official action by the PLO, either
by modifying its .1968 covenant objective of destroying Israel or an "unambiguous statement" recognizing
Israel's right to exist as a sovereign,
Jewish state.
—Official action by Israel to
recognize the right of Palestinians to
self-determination, including the option
of a sovereign state apart from Jordan,
and acceptance of the PIA in peace
negotiations.
U.S. Jewish groups have sharply
criticized the conclusions, saying they
undermine the Camp David peace process and in effect would confer
legitimacy on terrorists and promote
the idea of a Soviet-backed PLO-ruled
state on Israel's borders, further in-'
flaming the situation.
It would "reward a terrorist
organization whose activities have led
to a wave of worldwide terrorism,"
says the Synagogue Council of
America, representing all three wings
of American Judaism.
By TOM RAUM
Associated Press Writer
The majority leader's office is an impressive suite of rooms right off the
Senate chamber, while the minority
leader's quarters are far more modest,
tucked away off the long corridor that
leads from the House to the Senate.
"I visited Howard in his office — and
made some measurements," Byrd conceded unhappily.
However, Byrd is likely to be a formidable minority leader, regardless of
which office he uses.
He earned his reputation for his
mastery of the Senate rules and has used those parlimentary abilities many
times to to trap unwary opponents during his days as majority leader.
Now, he may use the same talents
against the new Republican majority —
even if it means dusting off his long-ago
established reputation as a marathon
talker.
has
Meanwhile, Baker also
discovered some potentially difficult
moments associated with the GOP
takeover.
Among with the committees changing hands because of the shift in power
is the Senate Finance Committee, now
chairedby Seer: Runge!! B. Long, fl-La,
one of Congress' most powerful men.
Sen. Bob Dole, R-Kan., will be the
new chairman of the unit.
"I don't know how anyone's going to
break the news to Russell Long," Baker
said. "I wouldn't want to be the one to
do

iffriegWAS

Copley News Service

Looking Back
Ten Years Ago
United States Air Force Sgt. Robert
L. T. Phillips has been named as
"outstanding noncommissioned officer" in his unit at Pope Air Force
Base, North Carolina.
Deaths reported include Charles
Oscar Flanagan, 70, Mrs. Pearl
Williams,83, and Ira Overn Gates.
Mr. and Mrs. E. E. Davis of Oak Hill.

Ohio, have presented a pedigreed
gelding valued at $3,500 to Murray State
University.
A regional workshop for driver
education teachers will be held Nov. 19
at Murray State University.
Births reported include a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. Richard Wood.vard on Nov.

11.
Mrs. A. M.(Emily) Wolfson spoke on
'Kentucky Crafts" at the meeting of
the Theta Department of the Murray
Woman's Club. Officers are Mrs. C. W.
Jones, chairman; Mrs. Castle Parker,
vice chairman; Mrs. Lloyd Jacks,
secretary; Mrs. Doris Nance,
treasurer.

Twenty Years Ago
Bernard C. Harvey, administrator of
the Murray Hospital, said the board of
directors has tentatively planned for
construction of the new hospital by next
summer as a result of the vote•for the
bond issues in the General Election.
•
Deaths reported include J. M. Burcham, 62, and William Robert Churchill; infant son.

Mrs. Esco Gunter, librarian of the
Murray-Calloway Library, says overdue books may be returned fine free
now at the library, located at 105 North
Sixth Street, Murray.
The Methodist Youth Fellowship of
the New Hope Church has completed a
scrapbook of the church's history.
The Murray College High School Beta
Club held a special meeting to induct

new members who are Betty Crutcher,
Judy Culpepper, Danny Kemp, Jerry
Grogan, Carolyn Miles, Don Oliver,
Judy Overbey, Sandra Outland, Anna
Story, Sandra Smith, Kenneth Sinclair,
Jackie Washer,and Patsy Bailey.
Showing at the Murray Drive In
Theater is "The Magnificent 7" starring Yul Brynner.

Thirty Years Ago
The Rev. Dr. H. C. Chiles was elected
as one of the two assistant moderators
yesterday afternoon during the first
day's session of the General Association of Baptists in Kentucky at the
meeting being held at the First Baptist
Church, Murray.
Deaths reported include Edward S.
Nance,41,and A. B. Edwards.
Mary Frances Williams. daughter of

Mrs. Mary Russell Williams, has been
named to the Dean's List at Virginia Intermont College, Bristol, Va.
Miss Wanda Crouse, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Jesse Crouse, and Max Earl
Bailey, son of Mr. and Mrs. Jesse
Bailey, were married Nov. 11.
In high school basketball games Lynn
Grove beat Kirksey and New Concord
beat Hazel. High team scorers were

Kemp for Lynn Grove, Jones for
Kirksey, Adams for New Concord, and
Alton for Hazel.
Showing at the Varsity Theater is
"Winchester 73" starring James
Stewart and Shelley Winters.

By Ken Wolf
It is a bit difficult to imagine the ruler
of ,a major state in the pre-modern
period recommending religious toleration to his subjects. Yet this is what the
famous Buddhist king of India in the
third century before Christ did. In 256
BC,King Asoka issued a series of edicts
urging Buddhist piety- upon his subjects.
One of Asoka's edicts contained the
following words:
mirdie who does reverence to his own
sect, while disparaging the sects
of others wholly from attachment
to his own, with intent to enhance
the glory of his own sect, in reality by.such conduct inflicts the
severest injury on his own sect.
Concord
therefore
is
meritorious...

Marriage Encounter
Marriages announced this week include Louise Morgan to Lt. Howell M.
Forgy on Nov. 12, and Norene Fielder to
Mason Thomas on Nov. 2.
Births reported this week include a
boy to Mr. and Mrs. Carlos Ferguson,
Nov. 12, girl to Mr. and Mrs. Raymond
Smith, Nov. 13, and a boy to Mr. and
Mrs. Harold Crass, Nov.6.
Nancy Whitnell of Murray, Dollye
McAlister of Paris, Tenn., Anna
Jackson of Greenville, and Naomi Turk
of Bardwell were selected by a popular
vote of students at Murray State
Teachers College as the "Most
Beautiful Coeds" on the campus this
year.
Calvin West is editor-in-chief of the
"Hazel Lion" yearbook of Hazel High
School.
George Ed Jones, Ray Waggoner,
Buist Scott, and Ralph Tesseneer are
officers of the newly organized Hi-Y
Club at Murray High School. W. B.
Moser is faculty sponsor.
- Oranges are listed as selling for 12 for
12 cents in the ad for Tolley & Carson
this week.
A complete turkey dinner with all the
trimmings will be served for only 75
cents at the National Hotel Dining
Room on Thanksgiving day.

By Bruce Logue
University Church of Christ
In the early 1960's Gabriel Calvo, concerned about the state of marriage in
the world, conceived of an idea which
would later gain world wide acceptance. His interest led him to formulate
a program for strengthening and
deepening good marriages so that they
would remain strong in spite of the
stresses of society. Beginning with one
man in Spain, Marriage Encounter now
has international recognition and a
cadre of enthusiastic supporters.
While there are a few Marriage Encounter groups in the surrounding area,
Murray now has its own active group
holding approximately two Encounters
a year with the possibility of more based on demand. The most recent Encounter was held November 7-9 at the
Murray Holiday Inn. Participation in a
Marriage Encounter is open to the
public on a first-come-first-served
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Fifty Years Ago
The road from Murray to Paducah by
Dexter, Hardin, and Benton is now
completed with gravel surface.
Deaths reported this week include
Billie Morris, 78, John Wesley
Williams, 63, Jack Walker Padgett, 3
months, Miss Maggie Fowler, 25, and
Sam Brown Farris,84.
Pictured this week are the 9125,000
men's dormitory at North 15th and
Olive Streets, and the 8250,000 library
on North 15th Street, which are soon to
be completed at Murray State Teachers
College. The Board of Regents authorized the purchase of furniture and equipment for the buildings at , the last
meeting.
Colored school children of Murray
began study in their new $12,000
building on . Nov. 3 with S. E. Dean as
school principal. Enrolled are 200
students, according to Dr. 0. B. Ii-van
of the Murray City School Board.
Caused by a defective flue, the &lady
Hill School, located in the northeast
part of Calloway County, caught fire
and was completely burned on Nov. 7.
Loss of the building was estimated at
$1,000 with most of the equipment being
saved. The 28 students and the teacher;
Mae Harrison, made their e§cape from
the building without injury, according
to M. 0. Wrather, superintendent of

Thoughts
In Season

Contemporary Religious Thought

k'ort V Years Ago
Only one man, to be selected from 10
volunteers or from the 75 draftees to
whom questionnaires have been mailed, will be sent to Fort Knox from
Calloway County, the local Selective
Service Board revealed today. The ten
men who have volunteer-v(1 for service
are Burnice Brown, Albert Smotherman, Paul Mathis, Barkley Williams
Cole, Frank Ryan, Ernest Roberson, W.
R. Allison, Harmon Marine, Hal
Mathis,and Clarence Martin.
Deaths reported this week include G.
W. Windsor, 64, Mrs. Mary A. Morton,
79, Freddie Dale Hargis, infant boy,
Diana Parker, infant girl, and Netta
June McCord,infant girl.
Dark tobacco growers of Calloway
County will vote in a referendum on
marketing quotas on Nov. 23.
The lunchroom at the Murray Training School will be open by the end of this
month, according to Mrs. F. E.
Crawford, president of the Mothers
Club at the school.
Wilson Gantt, Mary Elizabeth
Roberts, and Odine Swann are students
from Calloway County who were named
to "Who's Who Among Students in
American Colleges and Universities"
from Murray State Teachers College.

By the Associated Press
Today is Saturday, Nov. 15, the 320th
day of 1980. There are 46 days left in the
year.
Today's highlight in history:
On Nov. 15, 1777, the Articles of Confederation were approved by the Continental Congress and remained in effect until the Constitution was ratified.
On this date:
In 1492, the first recorded reference
to tobacco was made when Christopher
Columbus noted its use among Indians.
In 1806, Pikes Peak in Colorado was
discovered by the explorer Zebulon
Pike.
In 1920, the League of Nations
Assembly held its first meeting in
Geneva.
In 1969, 250,000 Vietnam War protesters staged
a
peaceful
demonstration in Washington.
Ten years ago: The number of
Americans killed in action in the Indochina war passed the 44,000 mark.
Five years ago: President Gerald
Ford arrived in Paris for a six-nation
summit meeting on western economic
policy.
One year ago: President Carter said
Iran's government was "fully responsible" and would be held accountable for
the safety of the Americans held
hostage in the U.S. embassy in Tehran.
Today's birthdays: Singer Petula
Clark is 46.
Thought for today: Who is allpowerful should fear everything —
Pierre Corneille, French playwright
(1606-1684).

Calloway County Schools. The students
will now be transferred to the Palestine
School with Miss Harrison assisting in
the teaching duties there.
The contractors are getting ready to
start work on the highway bridge over
the Tennessee River at Eggner's Ferry.
Marriages announced this week include Trilby Russell to Fray Cunningham.
Births reported this week include a
girl to Mr. and Mrs. Verble Taylor,
Nov. 11, a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Meador
T. Wells, Nov. 7, a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Clifton Parker, Nov. 10, and a boy to
Mr.and Mrs. Arthur Redden, Nov. 10.
George Hart, Claude Anderson, W. E.
Wyatt, Charlie Grogan, Dr. Hugh
McElrath, Dr. Earl Adams, H. T.
Waldrop, Joe T. Lovett, and Maynard
Ragsdale are new officers of. the
American Legion Post here.
In high school basketball games New
Concord beat Lynn Grove,Sedalia beat
Lynn Grove, and Almo beat Faxon
High team scorers were Mlbritterrfor
New Concord, Pogue for Lynn Grove,
Shupe for Sedalia, Rogers and Sims for
Lynn Grove, Schroader for Almo, and
McDaniel for Faxon.
Bananas are listed as selling for 19
cents for a dozen inpe ad for the Piggly
Wiggly Store this week.
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Turn ye again now e% cry one
from his evil way...and dwell in
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25:5.
Selfishness is sin that brings..
its own miseries. Prophets stilI
call men and nations to new goodness.
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basis.
Marriage Encounter is founded on a
pretty simple premise, i.e., that a couple can enhance and deepen their marriage through dialogue. The M.E. weekend is held at a motel so that participants will not be distracted by
children, television, and telephones.
This is not a sensitivity session nor are
those attending asked to share with the
rest of the couples gathered for the
week-end. While participants do listen
to presentations made to the entire
group by trained team couples the individual response to the presentation is
only shared between husband and wife.
The week-end begins on Friday evening at 7 p.m. The basic tools of dialogue
are explained and the rationale for the
remainder of the week-end presented.
On Saturday morning the first phase
begins with the talk, "Encounter With
Self." This phase is called the "I"
phase. From there the week-end proceeds through the "We", the "We and
God", and the "We, God, and the
world" phases. Marriage Encounter
concludes on Sunday afternoon at about
4 p.m. It lasts a total of forty-four hours.
Marriage Encounter is for couples
with good marriages. The key to having
good and healthy marriages in America
lies in providing people with the proper
tools before they have problems. Those
who have attended are generally glad
that they did and are thankful for the
added understanding and deepened
communication that results. Occasionally, couples with problems in their
marriage attend with pleasant results.
Often they find that the problems can
be easily solved with tools provided by
Marriage Encounter.
Marriage Encounter is one of the best
programs offered in our nation for
strengthening marriages. Those who
participate find their homes pleasantly
changed and remarkably stronger. If
you are interested in attending a future
Marriage Encounter, call 753-1881 Monday through Friday between 8 and 12
o'clock and request a free brochure and
dates (Or the next Encounter week-end
in Murray. EnrollMent is limited to
twenty couples per Week-end.
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Geometric Print
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7.

9.88
Our Reg 21 97

4.

Pattern
Choice
Twin Size

Ea

Deluxe Doll Coach
Or Stroller To Make
A Christmas Gilt
Sturdy tubular frames, bright
vinyl, sun covers and plastic
wheels. Coach bounces and
has solid moldeciqpody Save

Pattern
Choice
Twin Size

3-pc. Matching Sheet Set

Decorator Matching Comforter

Flat and fitted sheet plus one pillowcase
in set. Full and queen sizes with 2 cases.
Polyestercotton, 130 threads/sq. in.
12.97
Our 17.97,4-pc. Full Size Set
Our 23.97,4-pc. Queen Set,
16.97

Exciting 'total look companion comforter Polyester'cotton with plump
polyester fill 68x86" Machine washable
Our 26.97, Full Size,76z86"
17.97
Our 34.97,Queen Size,86x92"
23.97
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Western Shirts
Plaids. Polyester/cotton. For misses.

Our Reg 10.97

Our Reg 9 97

Men's Sport Shirts
Acrylic cable knit
Placket collar

Tots' Matched Sets
Acrylic sweater, cor
duroy pant, Boys'2-4

$8

Men's Plaid Shirts
Warm cotton flannel.
Plaid choice. S-XL:

7.97

Our Reg. 497

3.33

Infants' Overalls
Cotton corduroy. For
boys,girls. 9-24 mos.

Your Choice

1011
Assorted Candy Bars
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Hibernator Sack
84x34 Polyester
cotton, polyester fill
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Elastic satin
side
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Assorted colors
Camera Dept

Mart.
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Photo
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400 Only Last
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•NSC Watches
Quartz digital, 5function, Men or
women. Save now
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•Pen Pencil Set
Chrome finished set
is gift boxed.
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Terry Bath Towel
68½ oz Packaged
Cotton polyester
26" Hand Towel Ea. 2.97 cookies Perfect for
13" Washcloth Ea. 1.37 snacks

"Garden Pattern"
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Sale Price
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11.77

Mlni Pan Gift Set
Silver Stone' 6',
griddle saucepar

Electric Popper
Automatic buttering
in flip-top server

DuOnn1 Aeerovrel

Hamburger
Deluxe Favorite
Grilled hamburger served piping hot on a soft
bun, garnished with lettuce, tomato, crispy
French fries, a zesty
coleslaw

Greetings Cards
With Envelopes From
your color negative
Cards Can Be Mode
From Your Color Print or
Slide At Additional Cost
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Georgia-Auburn Outcome Can Decide Bowl Picture
By HERSCHEL N'SSE NSON
AP Sports Writer
The nation has a new No.1
college football team for the
third tune .ut three weeks and
all eyes, especially where the
bowl games are concerned.
will be on the Georgia
Bulldogs today when they visit
Auburn.
For a change. Georgia and
not Alabama's Bear Bryant
will decide the major bowl picture. This is how it works.
If 9-0 Georgia. the nation's
only major unbeaten-untied

team. defeats Auburn, the
Bulldogs will lock up the
Southeastern
Conference
crown and meet the winner of
today's game in Birmingham
- between
rilTh';r:ank ed
Alabama and . No.6 Netre
Dame in the Sugar Bowl.

Nebraska
fourth-ranked
meets No.10 Oklahoma. Today's schedule finds Nebraska
at Iowa State and Oklahoma
hosting Missouri.
Baylor
Twelfth-ranked
needs only a be at Rice to
clinch the Southwest Conference crown and a spot in
the Cotton Bowl, whose list of
visiting teams includes, in
order of preference:
Alabama, Florida State (the
third-ranked Seminoles are
idle until Dec. 6) and Notre
Dame. "We're still counting

If Georgia stumbles - and
the Bulldogs can get to New
Orleans with a tie or a defeat
- the Alabama-Notre Dame
winner probably will head for
an Orange Bowl date with the
Big Eight champ, which will
be decided next week when

on a New Year's Day bowl," a
Florida State spokesman said
Friday. s
Second-ranked Southern
California is ineligible for a
bowl trip this year but the Trojans can settle half of the Rose
Bowl by losing their home
game with Washington, thus
sending the Huskies to
Pasadena. The visiting Big
Ten team will be either
seventh-ranked Ohio State,
which visits Iowa, or No.16
Purdue or No.11 Michigan,
who face off at Ann Arbor,
Mich.

Elsewhere, eighth-ranked
Pitt visits Army wfUle No.14
South Carolina, which
reportedly will host the Panthers in the Gator Bowl,entertains Wake Forest. And No.9
Penn State, a Fiesta Bowl
possibility, visits Temple.
In the Second Ten, No.13
Brigham Young plays host to
Colorado State in a Western
Athletic Conference-Holiday
Bowl showdown, Virginia
visits No.15 North Carolina.
No.17 UCLA is at Arizona
State for a night game, No.18

Tilghman Slips By Shelby County

Louisville Trinity Slaps No. 1 Moore 13-0

-

LOUISVILLE, Ky. (API Mike. Otis 'booted •'two field
goals and Terry Malone
scored on a 10-yard run to lead
Louisville Trinity to a 13-0 victory over No. 1 ranked
Louisville Moore in the JefferCounty AAAA football
playoffs Friday night.
Louisville Trinity, No. 2 in
the final Jefferson County
AAAA poll, went ahead 3-0
the first period on a 41-yard
field goal by Otis. The
-Shamrocks increased their
lead to 10-0 at the half when
Malone TD run and Otis' conversion.

Otis added his final field
goal in the third quarter when
he kicked a 23-yarder. The victory lifted Louisville Trinity to
11-1 while Louisville Moore
closed With an identical mark.
The victory sends Trinity into the Jefferson County championship next Friday against
Louisville Butler, the defending AAAA champion, which
downed Louisville Bishop
David 24-14.
Louisville Moore wasn't the
only tokated team to bite the
dust in the playoffs.
Woodford County, No. 1 in
Class AAA, was shocked by
10'4

SPORTS AT A GLANCE
NBA Standings How They Fared
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how the top Wants in the Associated
Press high school football poll fared this
week end.
Jefferson Co AAAA
•
I. I argi Moore i 1 I-1 lust to lou Trinity

1341
2. lou Truuty I1-Si beat 1 ou Moore
13-0
3. lou Bishop David 19-21 lost to lou
'Butler 24-14
4. Lou Butler 9-21
beat Lou Bishop
David 24-14
5. loru.St. Xavier 08-2 coinpleted
season
m
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Frkiry's GIMES
"•-•
Boston 131, New Jersey 102
Indiana 118, Washington 108
Deftest 106 Chicago 99
Dallas 113, Portland 106
Milwaukee 15. New York 166
Utah 117. Houston 115
Los Angeles 113, San Diego I00
Seattle 127, KAMIS City 15
Saturday's Games
Washington at Atlanta. ;n1
Cleveland at New York, in)
New Jersey at Ptuladelphia, in)
Utah at San Artorso. nt
Portland at Denver, .n
KAM. City at San Diego in,
ins.. at Golden State, in)
Hatsnin at Seattle, in)
Smiley's Gimes
Detnnt at New Jersey, in)
heap, at Milwaukee. In)
Portlinst at Phoerux,
I sillas at law MIMICS, (ill
Moaday's Games
No games scheduled

1. Paducah Tilghman i II-01 heat
Shelby Co7-0
2. Ashland Blazer 19-4 lost to tars
Henry Clay 21-6
3 lox Henry Clay 10-21 beat Ashland
Blazer 21-6
completed
4. Bowling Green 9-2,1
season
5 Shelby Co t 9-4, lost to Paducah
Tilghinan 7-0
Class AAA
1 Woodford Co 11.11lost to Meade Cu
2415
2. Union Co 19-3 lost to FranklinSimpson 14-12
3. Ft. Thos.Highlands ,9-1 completed
season
4. Danville 8-3)completed season
5 Newport i 1 1-1)completed season
Class AA
I. Ft. Campbell 12-0 i beat Glasgow
20-6
2. Bardstown 112-01 beat Carroll Co 336
3. Mayfield (9-2) completed season
4. Glasgow 1-2,(
lost to Ft. Campbell
206
5 Pikeville (11-1) beat Whdesburg 4215
Class A
1. Owen Co .10-1 beat Pans2041
2. Paintsville ;9-2 beat Cumberland
31-7
3. Cumberland 10-2,
lost to Paintsville 31-7
4. Paris 166110st to Owen Co 20-0
5. Russellville (9-2
beat Toniplunsville 10-0

Meade County 24-15 ut the
Region'2 championship game.
Woodford County finished
with an 11-1 record while
Mei& County advances with
a 6-5 mark.
In other playoff games involving top-rated teams,
Paducah Tilghman of State
AAAA escaped Shelby County
7-0, Fort Campbell of Class AA
edged Glasgow 20-6 and Owen
County of Class A whipped
Paris 20-0.
- Curt Cochran, OWen
County'S multi-purpose back,
scored two touchdowns in the
Region 2 title game. Cochran
had a 2-yard touchdown
scamper and had. a 45-yard
pass interception for another
score for the victors, 10-1.
Paris closed its season at 6-6..
Tornado quarterback Clay
Parker hit tight end Vaughn
Hegen with a 7-yard
touchdown pass to lift
Paducah Tilghman over
Shelby County. The score was
set up when Frank
Witherspoon recovered a
fumbled Shelby County punt
at the Rockets' 15-yard line.
Paducah Tilghman hiked'its
record to 11-0 in the semifinal
game.Shelby County ended its
season at 8-4.
Fort Campbell Mittinner, its
quest for its second straight
Class AA title when it downed
Glasgow for the Region 1
crown.
In other playoff games:
• State AAAA: No. 3 Lexington Henry Clay upset No. 2
Ashland Paul Blazer 21-6 in
the semifinals. The win sends
the Blue Devils, 10-2, against
Tilghman for the State AAAA
championship next Friday.
Ashland, losing for the first
time to a state team, closed
with a 9-4 slate. •
• Class AAA: Unranked
Franklin-Simpson slipped
past No. 2 Union Countx 14-12

in the Region 1 final. FranklinSimpson, now 9-3, takes' on
Meade County next Friday in
the semifinals.
Surprising Conner, 40-2,
blasted Whitely County 54-8 in
the Region 3 championship.
Whitley County finishes with a
10.3 record.
In Region 4, Leslie County
rallied.in the fourth quarter to.
trip Belfry 22-21. Wendell
Maggard returned a kickoff 90
yards for a touchdown and a
twci-point conversion -point'
conversion provided the winning margin. .
Leslie County, 9-2, entertains Conner next Friday.
Belfry, a finalist in last year's
Class AAA playoffs, closed
with an 8-4 mark.
• Class AA: No. 2 Bardstown, 12-0: had little trouble
in posting a 33-0 victory over
Carroll County, 9-3, in Region
2. Bardstown hosts Fort
Campbell -in the semifinals
next Friday.
Perennial power Corbin ripped Russell County .47-8 in
Region 3. The Redhounds are
9-3 while Russell County concluded its season with an 8-5
record.
Pikeville, ranked No. 5, ran
its record to 11-1 with a 42-15
derision over Matitesburg,..8-3,
in Region 4. Pikeville, a Class

AA finalist a year ago, entertains Corbin next Friday.
•Class A: Russellville, 10-2,
knocked of Tompkinsville 10-0
in the Region 2 final. Tompkinsville bowed out with a 7-3
record.
Russellville otsits Owen
County in Friday's semifinal
round.

Blier Giving Up •
Helmet For Mike
PITTSBURGH 4AP) Rocky Bleier of the Pittgburgh
Steelers is giving up the
bumps and bruises of proles,
'sional football to join a Pittsburgh television station- as a
sports anchor man at the end
this football season.
"I'm a little scared. This is
something I've never done
before, but I'm looking forward to it," Bleier said after
the. Friday night announcement.
- - Bleier will replace veteran
broadcaster Bill Currie, who
is vacating the anchor post immediately
under
an
"amicable arrangement,"
WI1C-TV reported.
Bleier, 34, has announced he
will retire from the National
_Football League at the close ofthis season.
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SEE SANTA AT SEARS
MONDAY OR TUESDAY NIGHTS
between 8 and 8:30 pm
NOVEMBER 17 and 18th
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UCLA-Arizona State is the
only night game involving a
member of The Associated
Press Top Twenty. The rest of
the night slate finds Western
Carolina at East Tennessee
State, Cincinnati at Louisville,
Lear at McNeese State, Richmond at Southern Mississippi,
Tech
Louisiana
at
Louisiana,
Southwestern
Memphis State at - Tulane,
Northeast Louisiana at North
Texas State, Arkansas State
at Texas-Arlington, Wichita
State at West Texas State,
Utah State at Long Beach
State, Hawaii at Nevada-Las
Vegas, Fullerton State at San
Jose State and San Diego State
at Texas-El Paso.

OFFICIAL DHRISTHIAS
OPENING

In the fourth annual Memphis Marathon run this past
Sunday, Murray's Ron Wuest
finished 20th overall and third
in the Masters 40 and over
division out of 200 starters.

CHRISTMAS
TIME

Security Federal

I

anybody's season."
One would think that
Auburn and not Georgia was
shooting for all the marbles.
The Tigers barred the media
from any player interviews
this week and Coach -Doug
Barfield explained the decision thusly: •
"We have one goal here this
week. Only one thing matters
to us and that is this week's
game with Georgia. It is a
great challenge for us and a
great opportunity. We want to
do all we can to give a good account of ourselves. We believe
this action will help us get the
total concentration we will
need to play a great team like
Georgia."

Wuest Runs

Sure ComesIn
CHandy at

111311r
.,:'

Southern Methodist at Texas
Tech, Louisiana State vs.
No.19 Mississippi State at
Jackson, Miss., and No.20
Florida at Kentucky.
North Carolina apparently
will meet Texas in the
Bluebonnet Bowl,SMU will be
the visiting team in the Holiday Bowl, Mississippi State is
Sun Bowl-bound against a Big
Eight foe (the Big Eight will
send its top three teams to the
Orange, Sun and Liberty
Bowls) and Florida will face
Maryland in the Tangerine
Bowl.
.
Look for the Big Ten alsorans to wind up in the Liberty
and Fiesta Bowls. Navy will
be the host team in the Garden
State Bowl if it wins at
Georgia Tech today ... anti
perhaps even if it loses
against Houston. Tulane,
which plays host to Memphis
State in a night game, is said
to be in the Hall of Fame Bowl.
Notre Dame was No.1 last
week before the Irish were
held to a 3-3 tie by Georgia
Tech,and Alabama was ranked No.1 for the seven weeks
prior to that,or until the Crimson Tide lost to Mississippi
State 6-3.
Bear Bryant was asked this
week if the Alabama-Noire
Dame loser would be outof the
natienal championship picture.
"I don't think we have a
chance if we lose this game,"
he said. Then, alluding to the
fact that .Alabama feelk it
.deserved the- national titles
that went to Notre Dame- in
1966 and 1977, he added, "I
can't tell about Notre Dame."
The No.1 ranking may be
prestigious, but, says Georgia
tackle Jeff Harper., ',It's also
trouble. It can be a distraction
if you let it be. There's a little
more for other teams to shoot
for. Beating us can make

to more a hefty holelayl

r

GET A GIFT WITH ANY
'50 OR MORE CHRISTMAS
ORDER PLACED ALL DAY
MONDAY AND TUESDAY

Have you ever picked up clothes that have literally been
murdered by overdrying? They're not pleasant to handle. And
-4 the wrinkles are so set in they're almost impossible to iron out.
Its a real crime to ruin good clothes and waste energy by drying
them too long.
So experiment with the length of drying times to find just
the right setting - when clothes are just dry enough.
For extra savings try to dry full loads, and always clean the
lint filter after each use.
And for even more efficient drying on nice days, try the
solar energy dryer - a clothesline.

Santa will have favors for the kiddies
Sitielarfron G”arnre feed or

1981
NOW OPE111011
MEMBERSHIP!,

Murder
in the
clothes dryer

Mime 753-2311

row
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Murray Country Club Lady Golf
Winners Honored With Dinner
Sue Brown stole the show
recently at the ladies' annual
golf awards dinner at the Murray Country Club.
Mits Brown, an assistant
professor of English at Murray State University, took
home four of the awards
presented.
She had low net in the first
flight of their medal play tournament, was runnerup in the
first flight of their match play
tournament, posted the most
improved score in the first
flight of their "ringer" tournament, and was one of two
ladies posting eagles during
the season.
Her eagle, which is two
under par on a hole, was
scored on the 435-yard 5-par
third hole after she reached
the green in two and sank the
putt. Margaret Shuffett had
the other eagle posted, getting
it on the 290-yard 4-par fourth
hole.
Presided over by Edith Garrison, who with Nancy
Haverstock - who since has

moved from the area - served as a ladies golf chairman,
and assisted by Euldene
Robinson, the other award
winners were:
Medal Play
Championship Flight:
Jerlene Sullivan, winner;
Mary Bogard, runnerup; Betty Lowry,low net; and Evelyn
Jones,second low net.
First Flight: Toni Hopson,
winner, and Sue Brown, low
net.
Second Flight: Jane Fitch,
winner; Diane Villanova, runnerup; Euldene Robinson, low
net; and Betty Scott, second
'thy net.
Third Flight: Judy
Muehleman, winner, and Pam
Mavity,low net.
Fourth Flight: Frances
Parker, winner; Beth Belote,
runnerup; Lois Keller, low
net; and Peggy Shoemaker,
second low net.
There was a tie for the
lowest putts taken in the 36hole tournament between Betty Lowry and Toni Hopson,

each with 62.
Match Play
Championship Flight: Betty
Jo Purdom, winner, and Ann
Bloom,runnerup.
First Flight: Faira Alexander, winner, and Sue
Brown,runnerup.
Second Flight: Diane
Villanova, winner, and
Euldene Robinson, runnerup.
Third Flight: Pam Mavity,
winner, and Judy Muehlernan,
runnerup.
Fourth Flight: Peggy
Shoemaker, winner, and Barbara Stacy, runnerup.
In the "ringer" tournament,
winch was a special event in
which the ladies posted a ninehole score and then attempted
to improve it hole-by-hole as
they played over a period of
several weeks, the winners
were: Mary Bogard, championship. flight; Sue Brown,
first flight; Betty Scott, second flight; Rowena Cullum,
third flight; and Peggy
Shoemaker,fourth flight.
The ladies also maintained a

/E0
1st-22nd

"birdie tree" in their lounge in
the clubhouse throughout the
season, and each time a birdie
was scored, the player's name
was placed on the tree. The
most birdies during the year
were posted by:
Championship Flight, Betty
Jo Purdom; first flight,
Cathryn Garrott; second
flight, Diane Villanova; and
fourth flight, Peggy'
Shoemaker. There was no
third flight winner.
Barbara Stacy also was the
winner of the "Queen Bee"
contest, a special two-week
event in which the ladies
posted a score and competed
to see which could improve it
the greatest.
Diane Villanova and Pam
Mavity will be the cochairmen for the ladies' 1981
golf activities, while Euldene
Robinson will serve as
treasurer and Dorothy Fike
will be the secretary.

SIZES

REG.

P185-80R13 45.88
P195-75R14 51.88
P205-75R14 55.88
P205-75R15 56.88
P215-75R14 58.88
P215-75R15 59.88
P225-75R15 63.88
P235-75R15 67.88

BIG WINNERS - Between the two of them, Mary Bogard, left, and Sue Brown took
six of the ladies' golf awards for the year recently at the Murray Country Club. Mrs.
Bogard was runnerup in the championship flight in the medal play tournament and
won the season-long "ringer" tournament with the most improved score. Miss Brown
had low net in the medal play first flight, was runnerup in the match play first flight;
won the first flight of the "ringer" tournament and was one of two ladies posting
eagles during the year.

Cornell Feels Team Has Good
Chance In NCAA District Meet
Murray State cross country
coach Bill Cornell feels his
team has a good chance of
claiming one of the top five
positions in the NCAA District
111 Championships at Furman
in Greenville, S.C., this Saturday.
"On paper, we should be
able to make the top five,"
said Cornell. "Our top four individuals are running as well
as they ever have."
The top five teams, along
with the six leading individual
finishers not included in the
top five teams, will advance to

the NCAA finals at Wichita,
Kan., on Nov. 24.
Of the 63 teams eligible to
compete in Region III, Cornell
looks for Western Kentucky
(currently ranked 10th in the
nation), East Tennessee third
in nation), Auburn, Clemson,
North Carolina State and Tennessee to be the top contenders.
Last season, the Racers
missed the fifth position by
just one point.
In their last competition to
date, the Racers finished second in the Ohio Valley Con-
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KM - Special -'Our Lowest Priced Radial'
•2 radial plies polyester cord .• 2 fiberglass belts
•Tread designed for driving in all four seasons •
•Radial tire mileage and traction

33.88

e days, try the

Racer
Heading the
representation will be
freshman Chris Bunyan and
two-time MSU outstanding
cross country runner Jerry
Odlin, who Cornell feels "is
running at his best this year."
Eddie Wedderburn, Barry
Attwell, Gary Ribbons, Pat
Chimes and either Jeff Stipp
or Robbie Hyten complete the
seven-man team for Murray.

Limited (Ownership Duratient Warranty Worronteed
as long OS you own your car
Details in store
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SERVICES INCLUDE;
1 cractrangerurm5dts
standard weight Valvoline
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Bonnie Kerr (sitting)
was choosen lost week
as Landolt LTD's employee of the month.
Mrs. Kerr was chosen
the
basis of
on
cooperation, quality
work and productivity.
She has been with the
company since it's
opening 7 months ago,
and is seen here with
her assembly supervisor Evelyn Johnston.
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ference Championships
behind Western Kentucky and
currently own a 21-6 overall
record.
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Service Center Hours
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MCC LADIES' GOLF WINNERS - These ladies were flight winners in the ladies' medal and match play tournaments
this past season at the Murray Country Club. Standing are the medal play winners, from the left: Judy Muehleman,
third flight; Toni Hopson, first flight; Jerlene Sullivan, championship flight; Jane Fitch, second flight; and Frances
Parker, fourth flight. Seated are the match play winners, from the left: Pam Mavity, third flight; Diane Villanova,
second flight; Betty Jo Purdom, championship flight; and Peggy Shoemaker, fourth flight. Faira Alexander, the first
flight winner, was not present for the picture.

THE SAVING PLACE

I.47.1.77
Pair of Dry KnIt'" Tub* Socks
Disperse perspiration away from
skin Men's 9-17, youth's 7-11
Sold in sporting goods

700 U.S. Highway 641 N. Murray, Ky.
Rt. 7 Sedalia Rd. Mcyfield, Ky.
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Louie Williams Jr. took this ten pointer the second day
of dem season. The huge buck flood drev.ed at 203'7
pounds.
Tim Williams, Murray, took his first deer opening day,
Saturday Nov. 8. Fourteen year old Williams took his six
pointer In Calloway County. The buck field dressed at approximately 130 pounds.

_
•
Dal* Hughes took this four point buck Hs* first day of
deer season, In Groves County. The buck field d
d at
130 pounds.

ea.
Raymond Kendall. Murray, brought In this nice fl•to
pointer that field d
d at 160 pounds, during the
threo day deer season.

Ricky King, Hazel, took this 111 pound, six pointer
Saturday, No•. 8 in Trigg County.

Jerry White took this nice six pointer Oct. 26 while
bow hunting in Henry County, Tenn.

LAKELAND OUTDOORS
Goose season in Kentucky
Started Wednesday, and preseason indications hinted that
hunting might be better this
year than last. More geese
than ever are in the southern
Illinois/western Kentucky
region for this time of year.
Usually a large percentage of
Canadas in the Mississippi
Nalley Flock (our birds) stop
over at Horicon Marsh refuge
in Wisconsin. This year,
however, Horicon's flock is
half what it normally is in ear. ly November, and the population is way up in this end of the
flyway. At this writing
southern Illinois had nearly
200,000 geese at Horseshoe,
Crab Orchard and Union
County Refuges. Ballard
County was holding 8,000
Canadatand 2,500 blues and
snows.
For me there ,r.:e few thrills
to match the experience of
watching 3 flight of Canadas
sail into the decoys. The birds
look like bombers when
they're in range. Against a
stiff breeze it can take them
an eternity to get to you, an
eternity of checking your
spread for any suspicious
movement or element that's
not quite in the right place.
Opening day geese or those
flying in bad weather don't
have as much caution. But pop
a few shells at them, and
they're educated in a hurry.
Veteran goose hungers would
swear that older geese could
double as surveyors. They
have an uncanny knack for
knowing exactly where refuge
boundaries run.
I got a jump on most Kentucky hunters by attending
opening day on geese in
southern Illinois. Jake Harrell, who operates Jake and
Norb's Gun Clue, near Marion,
invited me to join him the first
morning in his cornfield pit.
"Got plenty of birds, and we
should see some good
shooting," Harrell said. I
thought it would be a chance
for some good phOtos. As
much as I like to bang away
with my 12 gauge, I opted to
carry only my camera. I left
the shotgun in the closet at
home. If I'd taken it along, the
temptation probably would
have been too great.
Jack and Norb's is the oldest
continuing commercial hunting operation on Crab Orchard Refuge's perimeter.
"We've had this spot for the
last 23 years," Jake said. "We
got most of our bookings by
mid-summer, and a majority
of the hunters come back year
after year."
Jake Harrell's club is small
by many standards. His field
measures 40 acres - always in
corn. The terrain has a roll to
it, and the crest of the rise
runs in an "I," shape beside
the refuge line. On this rise
are'only two pits, spaced well
apart and surrounded by approximately 200 shadows and
shell decoys each.
Illinois law permits only two
?
/
?
?
?
/
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Holiday Travel,Inc
Panorama Shores on Kentucky Lake
DON McCLURE

GRAYSON McCLURE

Yoke 94 East out of Murray for 2 miles Turn right on 280
Follow 280 for 7 rnilcs past Bonner's Grocery Take
blacktop I nto Panoramdand follow blacktop to your rught
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Darnell Marine Sales
Murray. Ky. 42071
Route 3 Box 80
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I

•

Hw.641 South

753-9131

. Your U-Haul Headquarters

NEW OWNER: Gary Darnell
BOATS MOTORS`ACCE$SOR IES MARINE SUPPLIES

gunners plus a guide in each
pit. Two plus two equals four,
and I couldn't see how only
four hunters per day could
provide the revenue to maintain the club's operation.
"We run it the way a goose
club should be run," Harrell
stated. He explained that he
emphasizes quality over quantity; few hunters, no
skybusting. Also, he books daily parties of eight hunters.
Four go into the field at one
time, and when they limit, the
other four take their places.
Guides stay in the pits and call
for reinforcements via walkietalkie.
I could hear the birds getting restless in the pre-dawn
grey. There was a continuous
chorus to the west. Crab Orchard manager Wayne Adam,
had told me on the phone that
he had nearly 100,000 birds on
his area, and it sounded as
though they all woke up at
once.
Jake and his guides huddled
by the coffee pot and planned
strategy. Then he turned to
me. "There's a good
honeysuckle thicket down. by
Pete Harry's pit where you
should be able to hide and get
some pictures," Jake said.
"We'll take you down there.
Just don't move when the
geese are heading into the
spread." .
As we left the clubhouse we
could hear the distant banging
of over zealous hunters.
Shooting time was.a half hour
before sunrise, ten minutes to
go.
For the next two hours I lay
back in the bushes and shot
seven rolls of film. The geese
worked beautifully, and

Complete line of Fishing and Sporting Equipment

Boat, Motor, Pontoon & Ski
Rentals- Guide Service-Covered StorageLaunching Ramp-Tackle, Bait

W
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Early season geese hunting in soother. Illinois has been exceptionally geed. A let of the birds everflow • trallitiossal
stepover refuge in Wiscensin, sad this urea Is holding many
snore goose than is aerosol for mid Nevensber.
Jake's guides never called a
shot until the birds were in
definite range. Under such a
system the gunners were extra efficient, and by 11 a.m. 16
Opening day hunters had been
ferried from the pits with their
two-Canada limits.
So it's begun, that fall tradition of cold sunrises and three-

inch shells and scratchy
beards. In the next two and a
half months tank loads of coffee will be drunk, warehouses
of shotgun shells will be expended and 'the most
unbelieveable stories will be
hatched within the confines of
area goose pits. It's a celebration that's been a long time
coming!
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Yontz attributed the greater
number of kills this year
largely to the increased deer
populations. He said the mild
weather over the three days, if
anything, probably had a
counterpcoductive effect on
hunting prospects.
"This was not what you call
traditionally-good weather for
deer hunting and the leaves
rustle under foot. It was
harder to be quiet," Yontz
said."For weather to be a factor, you should have had a
lower till."
The final gun season on deer
is Dec.6,7 and 8, Yontz said.
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FRANKFORT, Ky. (API — that the heavy fines handed
The number of deer killed in down by several Kentucky
Kentucky during the three- district courts last year must
day gun season that ended have made a difference,"
Monday was up by more than Yontz said.
1,400 compared to the same
"Our conservation officers
period in 1979, according to a
reported this year far fewer
Kentucky Fish and Wildlife
violations than last year,"
spokesman.
Yontz added. "We don't feel
But the number of arrests like they (hunters) violated
for illegal hunting was down, the law as much this year."
said Steve Yontz, assistant
Most of the violations were
director of law enforcement
for illegal night hunting, killfor the department.
ing doe in areas where only
With reports tabulated from kills of bucks were legal,
97 counties,8,442 hunters were possessing untagged deer,
checked in the field by con- license and permit violations
servation officers. A total of and trespassing, he said.
4,793 kills were checked,
Yontz said the Game Diviwhich revealed 130 illegal kills
sion of the state Fish and
and resulted in 97 arrests,
Wildlife
Department
Yontz said.
estimates the Kentucky deer
The figures from 107 counpopulation up 10 percent over
ties at the same time a year
last year and is now about
ago revealed 10,861 hunters
154,000.
checked in the field, 3,375 kills
examined, which resulted in 1111111111111111111111111111Mill
the discovery of 17.4 illegal
kills and 220 arrests, Yontz
said.
"From strictly a law enforcement standpoint, I'd say
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Fins & Feathers
LBL Road Races Winners

Deer Hunt Has Plenty Of Perils

Ode Bourne

MORMON

By PAUL BUCHANAN
BATESVILLE,Ark.(AP I —

- before daylight.
4 a.m. — Set up camp.
Forgot the tent.
So you're going deer hunting
4:30 a.m. — Head into the
pretty soon. Before departing
woods.
for the boondocks, you should
6:05 a.m. - See eight deer.
take time to read the following
6:06 a.m. — Take aim and
play-by-play description of squeeze trigger.
one deer hunter's ex6:07 a.m. ---"Click"
periences:
6:08 a.m. — Load gun while
1 a.m. — Alarm clock rings:
watching deer go over hill.
partners
2 a.m. — Hunting
8 a.m. — Head back to
arrive,drag you out of bed.
camp.
2:30 a.m. — Throw
10 a.m. — Realize you don't
everything except kitchen know where camp is.
.sink in the pickup.
Noon — Fire gun for help.
3 a.m. — Leave for the deep Eat wild berries.
woods. •
12:15 p.m. — Run out of
3:15 a.m. — Drive back. bullets. Eight deer come back.
home and pick up gun.
, 12:20 p.m. —Strange feeling
3:30 a.m. — Drive like a In stomach.
madman to get to the woods
12:30 p.m. — Realize you ate

Whitetail

poison berries.
12:45 p.m. — Rescued.
12:55 p.m. — Rushed to
hospital to have stomach
pumped.
3 p.m. — -Arrive back in
camp.
3:30 p.m. — Leave camp to
kill deer.
4 p.m. — Return to camp for
bullets.
4:01 p.m. — Load gun..
Leave camp again.
5 p.m. — Empty gun on
squirrel that's bugging you.
6 p.m. — Arrive at camp.
See deer grazing in camp.
6:01 p.m,— Load gun.
6:02 p.m. — Fire gun.
6:03 p.m. -- One dead
pickup truck,
6:05 p.m. — Hunting partner
returnn to camp dragging
deer.
While others ars deer hunting Billy (Monk) Hendon has
6:06 p.m. — Repress strong
been bass fishing. Hendon brought these bass by Murray
desire to shoot partner.
Bait Co. Sunday, Nov. 9. The bass weighed five ond six
6:07 p.m. — Fafl into fire.
pounds.
6:10 p.m. — Change clothes,
Pharr by Mary Barra.
throw burned ones into fire.
6:15 p.m. — Take pickup,
.leave partner and his deer in
the woods.
6:25 p.m. — Pickup boils
over — hole shot in block.
6:26 p.m. —Start walking.
6:30 p.m. — Stumble and
Could public opinion about clubs.
fall, drop gun in the mud.
hunting put an end to the mit- . Based on the hunting "our
6:35 p.m. — Meet bear.
doorsman's sport? Not if • Rs" — respect, responsibility,
6:36 p.m. —Take aim.
hunters work to improve their restraint, and resources — the
gun,
blow
up
Fire
6:37 p.m.
skills, knowledge, and ethics, manual is divided into 43
mud.
'
barrel plugged with
says the National Wildlife lessons which detail 150 hours
6:38 p.m. —Climb tree. ,
Federation, which has of study and activities.
9 p.m. — Bear departs, wrap
published a new manual,"AdLessons focusing on public
(expletive deleted) gun
vanced_Hunter Education apd attitudes about hunting inaround the tree.
Shooting Sports Responsibili- clude "The Hunting ConMidnight — Home at last.
ty." The 286-page illustrated troversy," -Hunting Ethics in:
Sunday — Watch football on
manual is designed as a America," "Respect for
TV, slowly tearing hunting
course guide for those in- Resources and People," and
license into little pieces. Place
---terested in conducting ad- "Improving the Hunter's Impieces into envelope, and mail
vanced hunter training age." Other lessons concern
very
with
warden
game
to
courses at Universities, adult wildlife habitat, populations,
where
to
clear instructions on
education centers, secondary and laws, and advanced hunplace it.
, schools, and sportsmen's ting methods and shooting
techniques.
Authors of the manual are
Delwin E. Benson, extension
wildlife specialist and advanced hunter educatibn instructor
at Colorado State University,
and Rodd E. Richardson,
wildlife biologist with the U.S.
Forest Service.
"We believe that today's
American sportsman has a
responsibility to upgrade his
skills and behavior and — just
as important — his image, in
the eyes of the nation's nonhunters," said Thomas L.
Kimball, executive vice president of the NWF, the nation's
largest conservation education organization. "Pilot
courses using the NWF hunter

GOLDEN POND,KY — The for the 18 to 29 division; ray,KY., who placed twelfth in
fourth annual Road Races, Ronald Hayden, 33, of Clinton, 1:23:46 for the 40 to 49 divisponsored by TVA's Land Ky., who placed sixth in 36:42 sion; and Adam B. Lanning,
Between The Lakes (1.131,), for the 30 to 39 category; Ed III, 50 of Murray, Ky., who
and the Murray Marathoners, Foster, 349, of Owensboro, placed twenty-eighth in
and the Murray State Univer- Ky., who laced fourteenth in 1:32:15 for the 50 and over
sity Outdoor Recreation Club, 39:22 for the 40 to 49 category; division.
were held Saturday, October and Raymond Parker, 54, of
First place winners in the
25, at Empire Point in the Nashville, Tenn., who placed women' Half-Marathon were:
5,000-aere Environmental twenty-ninth in 44:22 for the 50 Sharon Macy, 72, of Murray,
Education Center.
Ky., who placed forty-eight in
and over division.
The 10-Kilometer race was
First place winners in the 1:51:19 for the 18 to 39
finished by 82 runners, while women's 10-Kilometer race category; Marty Siquefield,
61 runners completed the Half- were: Jan Eberhardt, 28, of 33, of Paducah, Ky., who placMarathon race of 13.1 miles. Hardin, Ky., who placed ed forty-third in 1:43:57 for the
There was also a 1-mile Fun thirty-eighth in 45:54 for the 18 30 to 39 division; and
Rum Trophies were awarded to 29 division; Mickey Belosi, Margaret V. Squire, 42, of
for the first, three places in 33 of Kennett, Missouri, who Fort Campbell, Ky., who placfive age -categories • for male finished fifty-seventh in 51:35 ed fiftieth in 1:51:50 for the 10 and female runners.
for the 30 to 39 division; to 49 division.
Following the races,
First place winners in the Delaine Mauck, 40, of
men's 10-Kilometer race Jackson, Tenn., who finished trophies and special recogniwere: Cory Edmison, 16, of sixty-fifth in 55:25 for the 40 to tion were given to runners in
Fulton, Ky., who finished 49 division; and Erma Hester, an 'awards ceremony and
twenty-first in 42:48 for the 17 62, of Paducah, Ky., who plac- multimedia production at the
and under :ategory; Max ed eighty-third in 1:15.:05/.
Goldei. Pond Visitors Center
Russel, 18, :Ind Mark Keeley,
First place winners in the Theater.
21,from David Liscom College Half-Marathon were: Steve
The races followed a ramblin Nashville Tenn., who both Caudie, 17, who placed ing asphalt , course along
finished .first overall in 34:13 eleventh in .1:23:34 in the 1/ Mulberry Flat Road in the Enand under division; Richard vironmental Education
Charleston, 25, of Murray, Center. According to Dick
Ky., who placed first 'in Paterson,. the program coor1:07:49 which broke the record dinator, the Half-Marathon
time of 1:12:13 held by Tony course was so different from
Keener of Washington, D.C.; previous courses that all times
.Philip Davis, 34, of Martin, would be considered records
education manual have Tenn., who placed second in for that race. The cotirses
already been conducted at 1:12:30 for the 30 to 39 divi- were designed to be'challengColorado State University and sion; Ron Wuest, 41, of Mur- ing to the runners.
..
have inet with .great success.
Eventually, the NWF. hopes to
make these courses available
to undergraduates at many
other colleges and uniVersites, and to reach others
through our state affiliates
and clubs."
Copies of "Advanced Hunter
Education and Shooting
Sports Responsibility" are
available in either loose-leaf
form or bound soft-cover form
for $6.50. In addition, a looseleaf binder is available for
$4.00. For copies of the manual__
_
or for more information, write
the National Wildlife Federation, 1412 16th Street, NW.,
Washington, p.c. 20036.
Please include 95 cents per
order to cover handling.

Hunting's 'Four Rs' Explained

longs bas been "Dillow •fraelltImml
Is holding many
Sr.

us and scratchy
the next two and a
Is tank loads of cof! drunk, warehouses
she, will be exand the most
ible stories will be
ithin the confines of
pits. It's a celebra; been a long time

Down

Charles Guthrie Jr., left, shows off his 178 pound,
se•en point buck. Guthrie and friend, David Robinson,
both of Hazel, were hunting in the Locust Grov• area.

tributed the greater
kills this year
the increased deer
s. He said the mild
ier the three days, if
probably had a
Auctive effect on
ospects.
as not what you call
.1y-good weather for
tng and the leaves
der foot. It was
be quiet," Yontz
weather to be a facbould have had a

I gun season on deer
and 8, Yontz said.

Jerry Maepini
Last weekend was the first
gun season for deer and I am
sure many of you sportsmen
were perspiring in the woods
instead of on the lake. It was
great wasn't it? No matter

Events At LBL
These four bucks were to on atur ay. Nov. 8 by four
brothers. Three of the bucks were taken in Carlisle Co.
and one in Livingston County. The bucks ranged from 115
to 175 ponds with a 5, 6, 7, and 8 pointer. Pictured lefi
to right are Robin. Reed, and Rick Hornsby. Ray. Hornsby was not available for the picture.

Robert A. Guess, Marion, shows his 11 point record
book deer. According to Paul Block, Paul's Taxidermy,
tin buck will qualify for the state record book en two
counts, one for having a beam length over 24 Inches and
weighing ever 200 pounds

Photo by Mary Sorrow

Pharr. by M•ry Borrow
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96
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where you might have been,
the,beautiful fall weather we
had most surely added to your
enjoyment.
The lake elevation is very
near the winter level now and
a lot of islands and bars are
exposed, as well as the good
rocky points. Most of the manmade brushpiles and stumpbeds are hard to fish, so a
large percentage of the bass
taken were from points that
are close to deep channel
creeks and droppffs.
.
Crankbails were still working-bitter than anything else,
with the spinnerbait running
in second place.
I think bass Will still venture onto the shallow flats.to
feed and may be found around
some type of structure, but
when they are just "holding,"
they will be on points.
We talked about this before
so you should find fish in the
same areas as before since
they use them over and over.
Several crappie were taken
on minnows along the ledges
and drops all of last week, yep,'
even the windy days too!
It's time for the crappie to
concentrate in large schools
for the winter and going by the
reports. I would venture to say
it looks good for this weekend

also.
Many times, a large school
of crappie can be fished for
several minutes before it
moves any at all. Unless there
is a major change in the
weather conditions or they are
spooked by your boat noise,
crappie will remain close to a
boat and feed.
If you remember the early
days of the "little green box"
made by Lowrance, you also
must remember the magicthis
box could work by showing
where a school of crappie was
and hOWdeep ylitt'StrOUldfish.
There have been tons of
slabs caught in cold weather
and most of the time, these
fish came from a 50-100 foot
area.
While I am thinking about
winter fishing, I would like to
pass on a good tip for keeping
your feet and hands warm
while you're on the water.
Coat your hands and feet with
a solid layer of viseline before
getting dressed, then as you
handle fish and dip minnows
throughout the day, rub more
into the skin of your fingers
and hands. This prevents the
water from touching your skin
much like a surgical glove
would.
HAPPY FISHING!

Cain's AMC,Jeen

Quality Workmanship and Materiali
Vinyl- and Aluminum

? or Retail

Price
s•
171LS

SPORTING GOODS
Olympic Plaza-Murray, Ky.

149
• is

$15,
• LI

Open Mon. thru Sat.9 til 9
Sunday 1-6

9SC

LS

Isar _

TUESDAY-WEDNESDAY,
NOVEMBER 18-NOVEMBER 19
QUOTA DEER HUNT
FRIDAY,NOVEMBER 21
SOLAR ENERGY: A TIME LINE
Multi-image slides,fisheye motion pictures,and planetarium
effects.highlight the past and present solar energy. 8 p.m.,
Golden Pond Visitors Center Theater.
SATURDAY,NOVEMBER 22
FEEDING AND SHELTERING WINTER BIRDS
Learn how to attract birds to your home during a '2-hour
slide program at 1 p.m. and 3 p.m. Materials for building bird
feeders will be available from I p.m. to 4 p.m., Center Station.
SHORELINE BIRD SEARCH
Join our naturalist for a 1-'s-hour field trip in search of
migrating eagles,shore birds,and waterfowl.'Meet at Center
Station. 2 p.m.,Center Station.
SATURDAY-SUNDAY,
NOVEMBER 22-NOVEMBER 23
QUOTA YOUTH HUNT
QUOTA BOW HUNT
SUNDAY,NOVEMBER 23
WETLANDS FOR EAGLES AND WATERFOWL
Drainage of wetlands has had serious effects pn eagle and
waterfowl populations. A '2-hour slide lecture to look at some
problems and principles of wildlife management. A 1-'2 hour
field trip in search of eagles and waterfowl will follow. 2 p.m..
Center Station.

Fishing line

*Or"

:ST COPY AVAILABLE

Siding Windows - Awnings 7 Doors Precast Unit-Steps—Railings - Complete
, Remodeling - Kitchen% - Rec Rooms

"We cover not only slava - brit windows, door casings &
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FREE ESTIMATES
436-2802
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verYdrf
Mr.*
November

Murray
South 12th Street

RESTAURANT
Murray. kentuc

-;1-4111
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HEALTH
Skin is too dry

Al

One factor that contributes
to a dry skin in the winter as a
dry house'It is helpful to keep
the house properly humidified That can be a challenge
as home humidifiers must be
cleaned regularly to prevent
the growth of organisms that
can cause respiratory symptoms similar to a cold.
Some people have dry skin
because their skin is irritated
by harsh chemicals in soap
Even so-called gentle hair
shampoos often are irritating
to the scalp If you continue to
have difficulty, see your doctor or dermatologist
Dry skin is also discusseu in
The Health Letter number 710, Your Skim Sun. Aging.
Spots and Cancer. that I am
sending you Others who want
this issue can send 75 cents
with a long, stamped, selfaddressed envelope for it to

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
3 Gazed
4 River islands
5 Pigpen
6 Tantalum
symbol
7 Girt'S name
8 Hindu pants
9 Appraise
10 Insect
11 Bitter vetch
16 Soonish cap
18 Recoiled
20 Glass containers
21 Decorates
22 Long-legged
bird
23 ridusetop
25 Peruxnan
range
26 Ogles
28 Thus
29 Noah s son
32 Blemish
33 Diphthong
r
1. 2

O P

ALATE

A

SEATS

36 Eagles nests
38 Worry
40 Leg joints
42 Deface
44 Apothecary's
weight
45 Young

salmon
4

5

6

7

GA

46 As written
Mus
47 Scuttle
48 Edible seed
49 Scottish river
50 Greek letter ,
53 Earth goddess

9

9

10 11

14

16

17

IS

19

21 22

24

27

28

30
34
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34

38

41

42
45

55
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MY TOE

YOU SHOULDN'T HAVE WORN

ARE

THOSE SANDALS..MAIIBE
WE CAN WRAP YOUR FEET
WITH COMIC BOOKS...

COL.

401r

um...a *shoo Ilyntlicate ,nc

--BUT WHEN
I SAID
I NEEDED
NYLON
HOSE --

TRY A

I THINK OTTO
WOULD LIKE

THE ACES'

riP%

136

cLoTHING
.,EiTORE

4141;

I WAS REFERRING
)
TO STOCKINGS

"P

By Abigail Van Buren

Pour the Champagne
And Hold the Judgment
DEAR ABBY: My husband's mother, who has been
widowed for some years, is going on a world cruise with a
gentleman friend of hers. Although they have been going
together for several years, they never married.
They have booked adjoining staterooms and, as far as I
know, are planning to tour the world as man and wife.
• My husband wants us to throw a bon voyage party, but I
say what they are doing is improper and I refuse 0'1"e-a
party to it.
What do you think? I would be grateful if you could settle
the argument.
DISAPPROVING DAUGHTER-IN-LAW

TALK ABOUT A
KiD ONLY A
PARENT COULD
LOVE...

CHILDREN'S

SOME civoEs
FOR Tr-te
WEEKEND

Electric Cooperative
Corporation

rffil

rift

)(CI.

31
35

FOR MONDAY,NOVEMBER 17, 191110
me. in care of this newspaper.
P0 Box 1551, Radio City
What kind of day will tomor- complicated. A surprising
'
20)
Station, New York, Ni' 10019
event affects assets favorably. (May ?Ito June
row be' To find out what the
Avoid things that interfere
DEAR DR LAMB
What
TAURUS
can you tell me about lichen stars say, read the forecast
business.
with
New ideas
(Apr.20 to May 20) Pi
planus" I lost all my finger- • given for your birth Sign
about work offset boredom.
Effective December I. 1980, the following
Relations with friends may
nails last summer because of
unexpected
assignment
An
, ospection fees will become effective:
be strained. Others aren't
it. They're growing back
ARIES
come your way now.
could
Then 1 got an outbreak again. (Mar.21 to Apr. 19) 4Y1
44 straightforward. Pay atten- C ANCER
I went to a clinic and was told
$10.00
Meter poles installation; $1000
Watch escapist tendencies. tion on the job. Love favored.
I June 21 to July 22) 123°
that there was no cure for it. Relations with others seem GEMINI
60 amp service installation; $15.00
100 omp
It's hard to generate enShould I keep my hands out of
service installation; $25.00 -200 amp service
thusiasm for housekeeping
water and soil^ I've _been
.iistallation. 135.00
400 amp service in
and other domestic matters. A
going to a spa for a whirlpool
stallation: $15.00 -- change out existing se(
and swimming and they seem
night on the town takes your
vice, $10.00'
to make it worse. I have used
reinspection-any service
mind off worry.
IRA G CORN, JR
penicillin and a cream from
Olin Very Indy,
LED
one of the doctors I got some
West Kenkicky Rural Electric
(July 23 to Aug.22) 424tiq
cortisome from the clinic but
Cooperative Corporation
Not a time to sign papers.
"The best thinking has
the skin keeps breaking out
NORTH
1.11-A
John Edd Walker, Manager
Business negotiations are
here and there.
been done in solitude. The
tricky. Domestic interests are
DEAR READER - I wish I
•102
worst has been done in
favorably highlighted. Listen
could help but there are a
•A Q 10173
turmoil -- Thomas Edison
•982
to close allies.
number of medical problems
PROPOSED USE HEARING NOTICE
•A
that about all doctors can do
VIRGO
is to give you things to relieve
Aug. 23 to Sept. 22)
West had to do some deep
ON NOVEMBER 25, 1980, 7:30 P.M., CITY HALL
the symptoms and let the thinking to beat today's
WEST
EAST
Money a possible source of
BUILDING, SOUTH 5TH & POPLAR STREETS, THE
body cure itself Lichen pushy no trump
•Q 9 8 5
•K 7 6 4
contention between loved
game. West •
MAYOR OF MURRAY, KENTUCKY WILL HOLD A
J4
planus pretty much falls in
K65
•
good
ones,
your
ideas
but
take
was
Eric
Rodwell
West
of
that group.
•A 3
•7 5 4
REVENUE SHARING PROPOSED USE HEARING, ALL
Harmony
worry.
mind
off
Lafayette, Ind., who won the •9 5 4 3
•K Q 102
CITIZENS, ESPECIALLY SENIOR CITIZENS, ARE INVITED
As you know, it causes skin
prevails in the evening.
eruptions. These spots are fre- 1980 Life Master Pairs
SOUTH
TO ATTEND AND PROVIDE THE MAYOR WITH WRITTEN
LIBRA
Championship
playing
with
•A J 3
quently over the tendon surAND ORAL COMMENTS ON POSSIBLE USES FOR
•
(Sept. 23 to Oct. 22) —
•92
faces of the forearms. One Ace Bob Hamman of Dallas.
$65,000.00 OF UNAPPROPRIATED REVENUE SHARING
A sluggish trend sets in at
•K Q J 106
Rodwell•s
successful
complaint is that they pro• 76
FUNDS IN THE CITY'S REVENUE SHARING TRUST FUND.
work despite possibility of a
duce quite a bit of itching Not defense of today's hand was
new money-making proposionly do we not know what typical of the pair's
MELVIN B. HENLEY, MAYOR
causes lichen planus but the performance.
tion. Surprise is in store.
available treatment is miniSCORPIO
After North's bid of three
Vulnerable. East-West
mal.
(Oct. 23 to Nov.21) ineeltS
diamonds, . South's three
Dealer: North. The bidding:
2. Notice
Mulling over recent events
3. Card of Thanks
Fortunately, a large num- spade bid promised a spade
preoccupies you. Day favors a
ber of people who have the stopper with a question in
wotld like to say thanks
North East
first attack of lichen planus clubs (the unbid suits).
South
change in attitude. Go out on
West
so much from the bottom of
1•
Pass
do recover and don't have any
2•
Pass
the town, but watch spending. ; %IP6
4
North's three no trump bid
our hearts to everyone that has
2V
Pass
more. But others can develop
2 NT
Pass
SAGITI'ARIUS
promised a cltb stopper and
FACT
3•
helped and given us to much
Pass
3•
a chronic form that comes
r ass
22t5,
1-.
(Nov.
21)
WI'
Dec.
9risis
game
where
Gift
that's
was
the
Wrapping
Is
AA
-.L
3 NT
• ss
Pass
Pass
A special thanks to the Grace
intermittently and may last
Spfoclally Al:
Find
out
what's
played.
on
sofor as long as 10 yearS.
Baptist Church. 7th & Poplar
Opening lead Spade five
meone's mind. A private chat
West started with the
Cortisone ointments are
STARKS 3 Church of Christ, Lutheran
is needed, and you have insometimes used locally. to spade five and East's king likely to shift
Church, and to our wonderful
to
04
clubs
than
sights.
Capitalize
went
to
on
declarer's
ideas.
A
HARDWARE
ace.
0 loving family,
help control the itching. Your
CAPRICORN
•
12th 8, Poplar irk
doctors have been doing all low heart was led t-o West and declarer wanted
We will alwayS .rememBer
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 19) Ve)
that can be done. Regarding dummy's queen and declay- to delay the club shift in
753-1227
these wonderful people in this
Watch what you say during
exposure to water and dirt, er switched to diamonds. case 'East had the ace of
community May cirl bless all
things you notice that seem to West ducked the first diamonds.
working
hours. Handle
of you.
Rodell's analysis was as
aggravate it are things that diamond, took the second
superiors with tact. Accept inSteve. Teri. and Mac Mcyou'll have to avoid. I hope and then paused to consider accurate as could be and his
vitations. New friends made
Colston.
more will be learned about the possibilities.
timely, club shift torpedoed
BIBLE CALL
now are of like mind.
this.disease sO, you and others
5. Lost anc
What About Smoking?
—liound
AQUARIUS
Declarer was Ace Paul declarer's hopes. The clubs
who have had it for a_ long
Subway
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
Lost Passport. Reward offered'
of Seattle, so were established before
759-4444. Bible Story time can look forward to betWest's
queen
of
spades
was
Money worries preoccupy
767-2986.
759-4445.
ter results than can be provid- Rodwell was sure he could
you, but the p.m. may bring a
count on a rational reason gone and the defenders had
ed at the present time.
6.
Help Wanted
their
five
tricks.
. for Soloway's sequence of
development to your lilting.
Pharmacist wanted. If you are
Bible Facts. Free Store for the
Avoid arguments with friends.
pla vs.
interested
in
becoming
needy. 759-4600
PISCES'
-10'; - question was
Bid with Corn
SOIL MAP ISSUED
associated 'with a rapidly ex
'Why had Soloway taken a
(Feb. 19 to Mar.20)
ROME i AP I - A world soil heart finesse before knock- South
panding organization that pracIdealistic pursuits favored.
holds'
11-1S-B
map has been prepared by the ing out the ace of
FOR RENT
tices pharmacy on a high
You should do something inU.N. Educational Scientific and
ethical standard, we would very
diamonds?".
novative to raise your conSmall
two bedroom
Cultural Organization and the
much like for you to contact
Clearly, declarer had
sciousness. Enjoy cultural
white frame house on
Food and Agriculture Organus Management posittons are
another spade stopper and,
events. ,
121 South. 1135 per
ization.
available Excellent starting arYOU BORN TODAY are a
The result of 17 years' work, equally as clear, a second
month
plus $135
rangement. good working congood moneymaker, but your
the map Consists of 18 :color heart winner was going to North South
deposit.
Call
753-5322
dition, paid vacation. pension
fortunes tend to fluctuate. The
^
map sheets and a legend sheet be declarer's ninth trick. i V
after
4
p.m.
plan,
sick leave plan. free life
ANSWER: Two hearts. Do adage "penny-wise and pound
accompanied by a series of 10 Rut, why the heart finesse
insurance, hospitalization and
before playing diamonds?
not bid spades first because foolish" at times applies to
explanatory volumes.
It seemedtasT was more you will be stuck for a bid if
..
you. You have' the abiliT)
7-- II'When you want the besto
w -maw mertrcat otan.-prunrawother company benefits Write
opener rebids two hearts.
though to manage others' in•for
your wedding
-or
call. Revco Discount Center,
s
terests and may be attracted
•choose:
'
7 IF YOU liALK
°
Send .bridge questions in The Ace,
Bel-dir Shopping Center. phone
to banking. Often drawn to the
1'0 Box 12363 Dallas. Texas 75220
SLOWLY,SIR, I CAN
•
CARTER
STUDIO
753-8304 Contact Dan Edtheater, you can commerwith self-addressed stamped envelope.
REAP YOUR FEET
030410.i.
7534298'
wards or Tom Furniss
cialize your artistic talents.
for reply
Lady to clean house, one day a
This & That Shop. Arts crafts
week References required Call
and macrame Don't know
753-9392 after 5 and on
what to get them for
weekends.
Christmas? Call 7510223 or
come by Pottertown Road.
0
Full Time Day Orderly,
Highway 280. look for sign
for Long Term Care
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Answer to Friday's Puzzle

g

Frances Drake

Lawrence E. Lamb,M.D.

DEAR DR LAMB
My
skin is so dry that I itch something awful, especially when
it IS cold in the winter Even
my scalp is dry and itches I
do not hate dandruff Is there
something I can take to prevent this'
DEAR READER
Some
people are particularly prone
to this problem. It affects people more as they get older
One good rule is to not use so
much soap. If you shower, just
use soap in the areas that
cause the most odor, such as
under the arms Stop using
soap and just use water on
your hair until it is actually
oily.
If you use a tub you might
put a small amount of oil in
the bath water Others find
putting sortie baby oil on the
skin and then toweling helps
to lubricate the skin and prevents drying

ACROSS
1 Vigor
4 Showy flower
9 Man's ruckname
12 Mineral
13 European
land
14 Waght ot
inda
15 Comely
17 Defeats
19 ElNopian
nee
20 Wash
21 Pronoun
23 Artifiaal language,
24 Fiber plant
27 Crimson
28 Drunkards
30 Slave
31 Negative prefix
32-Calmed
34 Darin Prefix
35 Castle item
37 Insect
38 Proncun
39 Slink
41 Printer s
measure
42 Wad
43 Circles
45 Equality
46 Black eye
48 Prooessacc
51 Pedal digit
52 Ardent
54 Place
55 Pad notices
56 Besmrch
57 Ocean

Your Individual
Horoscope

NOTICE
Effective
immediately to all
mobile
home
owners that move
into Riviera Courts,
you will be given
two (2) months rent
free. UNDER NEW
MANAGEMENT COME AND LIVE WITH
US. We also have

homes for - rent.
753-3280.

-4Et2(3 WANTS ME TO GO
SHOOT EON9E2?
.
fj..

DEAR ABBY: A woman 1 knew only slightly showed up
dance wearing a dress exactly like the one
I was wearing.(May I add, it was a very expensive dress.)
When we saw each other, I laughed, and said,"Well, it just
proves that we both have good taste.- My look-alike didn't laugh. Instead she appeared to be
angry, embarrassed and ill at ease. Shortly after, she
disappeared. Later in the evening I saw her wearing a
different dress! Would you believe this foolish woman had
actually rushed home and changed'?
Would you have felt insulted or relieved had You been in
my place?
XEROXED

AND IF YOUR OWN CONSCIENCE
WILL LET'YOU GO,THE N I

at a country club

CERTAINLY WILL

,ADU'VE COME ON THE
WIMP,0 GHOST
WHO WALKS.
'THANK
U.

I REMEMBER / HE ATTACKED VDOES THAT
A FINE
AN OLP MAN
SOUND
YOUNG MAN.
ROBBED HIM,,
LIKE A
TRIED TO KILL
HIM,

FINE
YOUNG

MAN 2

WHAT
TROUBLES
YOU G000
FRIEND
LLIONTO ?.•

r---Ccwro.

DEAR XEROXED: Neither. I'd have felt a little
sorry for a woman who placed so much importance
on what she was wearing.
DEAR ABBY: After years of accepting congratulations
and gifts on my birthday just for having been born, it
suddenly occurred to me who really deserved the gifts.
After that, on my birthday, I sent my mother one rose for
every year of my life. I enclosed a' note, "With loving
thanks." She knew who had sent them.
Now that she is no longer living, I send a contribution on
my birthday to my mother's favorite charity in her natne.
The card still says, "With loving thanks."
• DIANA
_
DEAR DIANA: Thank you for sharing
a beautiful
_ .
idea.
•
CONFIDENTIAL TO MORF,Y: I don't want to spoil
your day, but your normal weight for the rest of your
life in what you weighed when you were 25!

Competitive

and excellent
benefit program. Only

salary

persons interested in
permanent work need

apply.
Personnel Office
Murray•Calloway
Co.
Hospital, Murray, KY.

Light delivery. must have own
transportation
and good
knowledge of Murray area.
Prefer lady with economy car.
Call 753-4153.

SALES CAREER
Christmas
Open House!
The

Unusual
portunity
standing

Nor. IS
7th L Mom

DEAR DISAPPROVING: I may not settle the
argument, but if I were you, I wouldn't presume to
pass judgment on my husband's widowed mother.
Throw the party, wish her bon voyage, and thank
God you don't have to schlepp chicken soup to her
every day in a nursing home!

Unit.

ultimate

of
cosmetic
8 etic line Corn
alimentary facial at
by
give
your n convenience

professional beauty
consultants:

Mild° Oakley
Ann Williams
Janice Graham
loDon Haley
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professional
sales career. Associate

Na, 1
organization in its field,
in the nation. Liberal
salary, commissions
and fringe benefits. Applicants must be ambitious and sales minded. Selection will be
competitive and based
on personal interviews.

Send resume to Box
2870 Paducah, Ky.
42001

Cabir
cortw
solid
Bald)
2 er
cock'
MOVI
living
with
stove
new

HELP WANTED
eSteam Finisher
Experience Not Required
er

*Seamstress
must
be
experienced
in
alterations.
Apply in Person Boone's Cleaners, 605
Main

Me.

BEST COPY AVI
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Legal Notice
6-.ffelp Wanted

ky Rural
perative
tion

43. Real Estate

43. Real Estate

49. Used Cars

53. Services Offered

21'110219
cz2

'ciliation; $10 00
; $15.00 - 100 oroi
-200 amp servo,
amp service o,
le out existing sef
1-cmy service

RING NOTICE
30 P.M., CITY HALL
3PLAR STREETS, THE
ICKY WILL HOLD A
USE HEARING. ALL
ITIZENS, ARE INVITED
AMOR WITH WRITTEN
POSSIBLE USES FOR
rED REVENUE SHARING
HARING TRUST FUND.
IN B. HENLEY, MAYOR

.-Card
of Thanks

We would like to say thanks
much from the bottom of .
Ir hearts to everyone that has
!toed and given us to much
A special thanks to the Grace
iptist Church. 7th & Poplar
lurch of Christ, Lutheran
lurch, and to our wonderful
ving family
We will alwayS .rememBer
ese wonderful people in this
.mmunity. May od bless all
you.
eve. Ten, and Mac McListon.
. .
•

. Lost aWFour
-id-

ost: Passport. Reward offered!
'67-2986.

i. Help Wanted

'harmacist wanted. If you are
nterested in becoming
ssociated • with a rapidly exanding organization that pracces pharmacy on a high
thical standard, we would very
luch like for you to contact
s Management positions are
variable. Excellent starting arangement. good working con.
awn, paid vacation, pension
Ian. sick leave plan tree life
isurance, hospitalization and
rar medical draw dtu-S malA her company benefits Write
r call Revco Discount Center,
el-Air Shopping Center. phone
53-8304 Contact Dan Edards or Tom Forms
ady to clean house, one day a
reek References required Call
53-9392 after 5 and on
teekends
Full Time Day Orderly,
for Long Term Care
Unit.
Competitive
salary and excellent
benefit program. Only
persons interested in
permanent work need
apply.
Personnel Office
Murray-Calloway Co.
Hospital, Murray, KY.

ight delivery, must have own
ansportation and good
nowledge of Murray area
refer lady with economy car
all 753-4153.

SALES CAREER
Unusual prestige opportunity to out
standing applicants who
seek a professional
sales career. Associate
with the No. 1
organization in its field,
in the nation. Liberal
salary, commissions
and fringe benefits. Applicants must be ambitious and soles minded. Selection will be
competitive and based
on personal interviews.
Send resume to Box
2870 Paducah, Ky.
12001

INTED

nisher

chips
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980, the following
effective:

Thornton Tile
And Marble

THE FUTURE

1

SOUTHSIDE
BARBER SHOP

HORNBUCKLE BARBER SHOP

Required

SOUTHSIDE
BARBER SHOP

ress

!rien.ced

16.'Home Furmshinp 27. Mobile Home Sales

Need someone to rake leaves Commodes. white. A grade. Late model, used mobile home.
1973 Buick Regal. sport Fence sales at Sears now Call
Call 153 3102
Wallin Hardware. for sale, cheap' 753-6939 after
$43 99
RIDUCEDI REDUCIDII
wheels $995. Call 753-9710.
Sears, 753-2310 for free
Paris
5 pm
536,300
Now
only
529
SOO,
PROFESSIONAL
estimate for your needs.
1973 Model, 14x65 with ap▪
an elder horns now
1916 Toyota Corolla Liftback 4 K & K
SECRETARY
New shipments, 4. 5 6. and 7 pliances, furniture. porches,
Ihrlisey wrth 4 bedrooms • '•
Stump Removal. Do you
753-1222
cylinder, 4-speed, all new tires. need stumps removed from piece pine. oak, and maple din- and underpinning included
Full time position,
fail basents•at, *go krt‘bee
good on
ing room suites. Recliners, tool $7500 753-8922
or 1g5a3s-8$
Call
42
66
95ae
0t;C
r 5 p7m53- your yard or land cleared of
and • fi•plIk• a, the hying
working in downtown
2 d0
room Outside storage in
Lay-away now for Christmas'
Murray. Send resume to
stumps? We can remove
NEW AND NICE
dudes •
s 9.s. concrete
Carraway Furniture, 105 North 1970 Mobile home, IMO, 2
stumps up to 24- below the
P.O. Box 1000 A.
50. Used Trucks
bedrooms, with new carpet,
blotk buildong with cement
Brand new 3 bedroom,
3rd, 753-1502.
ground, leaving only sawdust
floor end awed for ales Also
i 2'2 bath home on large
.9/4 Chevrolet pickup. V8. and
RN needed, -11-7 Call collect Twin bed, box springs, and sliding glass doors and
Call for free
a 12 • 26 frame building wit%
porch with underpinning and
in
lot
landscaped
automatic.
$950 1973 Pontiac estimate. Bob Kemp 435-4343
502472-2522 extension 32
mattress. $50. One guitar. $40 allready tied down partially
OWL
teener and • wood but
Oaks
beautiful
i/entura.
6
cylinder. automatic. or Bob Kemp, Jr 435-4319,
fling SIP IN TIN I
acres of
TEXAS OIL COMPANY needs Call 753-9880 after 5 pm
furnished gas heat washer, in
Estates. Heat pump;
good condition. 5,850 489fers apple or•es pooch tree.,
dependable person who can 17,,Vacuum Cleaners
Licinsed Electrician SA gas in,,
excellent condition Call 753in
heat-o-later
2695.
o strawberry patch and lota of
work without supervision in
stallation, heating installation
good garden space Just good
fireplace; and large
Electrolux Sales and Service 0480 or 437-4514 after 6 pm.
1977
Toid
Super
Cab.
V8,
customers
Murray. Contact
and repairs Call 753:7203
country living horn the goad
covered patio for sum- .
28. Mob. Home Rents
power steering, power brakes.
Age unimportant, but maturity Tony Montgomery, 753-6760
service people
air, automatic positive trac- Leather repair dying, cleaning
For rent Two bedroom trailer "The 'Roaring Twenties' - they were the mer entertainment
is We train. Write K T. Dick. 19.-Firm Equipment
and alterations Also saddle
, and relaxation. Mid
JOHN SMITH tion. 14 mpg. $3000 Call 753- and
Southwestern Disc blades and 3 point near Murray No pets Call 489- good days. Wish I could
Pres
remember some of $70's. Phone Kopperud
harness repair. We, make
4346 after 5 pm •
-Petroleum; Ft: Worth, TX seeders. See them before you 2611
leather clothing. chaps. vests,
it."
for
753-1222
'
Realty,
76101
For sale 1979 Ford Ranchero tack belts, purses billfolds,
buy' Vinson Tractor Co . 153- 12x60 Mobile home for rent
further details.
GT. 18.000 miles. all equip- and many other gift items Call
See Brandon Dill at Dill's
Telephone sales, temporary, 4892.
43.
Real
Estate
THAT
FOR
Pets-Supplies
ment. A-1 753-4124 weekdays. 247-3934.
call from our office. 9 AhAto 5 Farrowing crates. heat pads, Trailer Court, Murray Drive-In 38.
COUNTRY FEELING
Dog Grooming and boarding for
PM Call 753-4153.
1966 Jeep 4x4 Waggoneer. V8 Need work on your trees' Toppfeeders. waterers, metal poles, Theatre entrance
bedroom,
four
See
this
automatic power steering ing, pruning, shaping, com753-7411
Pardons & Tharniaa
barb wire Call 753-0468.
Two bedroom, outside city the holidays Reasonable rates.
9. Situation Wanted
2 bath roomy brick
HOUND tHE Ci0(
rough $750 Call 1-354-6217.
limits, 121 South. $90 plus Hidden Valley Kennels 435hisierance &
plete removal and more Call
home on private acre,
Leaf raking Call 7539131 or One used 3360 John Deere deposit
4481.
Water furnished.
BOYER'S TREE SERVICE for
Itiral Estate
7 miles from Murray.
combine. $12.000 One used
753-7490
\
51. Campers
For sale AKC registered Boston
- - 95 John Deere, $3800. One us- Phone 753-5405.
•
professional tree care 753
Semifluid" Court Sq. h I A real country
For sale: 1979 Starcraft
Lots For Sale
Murray, Kentucky
ed 45 John Deere. $3500. One Two bedroom trailer. $125 Terrier puppies. Call 753-7438.
charmer priced at onWill do baby sitting
used K Gleaner, $14,000. Two month plus deposit. Call 753- Six week old puppies Contact
753-4451
ly $29,900. Phone Kop- Beautiful wooded one acre lot Camper. 21'. sleeps, 8. gas or
Concrete and block
used F Gleaners. $15,000 One 1852.
Jimmy Baker. 753-7320 after
in my home in Hazel
perud Realty for all
Jr 2'2 acre lots If interested electric. air-conditioned, fully
work. Block garages,
self-contained. used 6 times.
Ased 7060 AC tractor, $16.000 Two bedroom partially furnish- 3.30 pm.
the details.
call 753-0091
area. Call 492basements, driveways,
financing
priced
to sell. Call 492-8425
till May 1. ed on large private lot, 3 miles
Free
Wanted
AKC registered. Ideal Investment Rental 7 I i
walks, patios, steps.
8515.
One lot. Marshall County.
rental units located on 58
1981! B & G Equipment, Paris, east of Murray No pets. Call female. German
Shepherd.
$3000. Call 437-4760
Free estimates. Charles
52.
Boats
and
Motors
TN, 642-1242
acres
in
lake
area
6
trailers
New
listing.
2
fur
3
bedroom.
153-6283.after 5 pm
solid
white;
preferably
silver or
Barnett. 753-5476.
and older ,homiattlave income ol baths, brick veneer home 45.-Niiis For Sale
Will do sewing, alterations and 20. Sports Equipment
1967 Kayot Pontoon, 1979
Two trailers for rent in Stella black for mate with 2 year old approximately $490 per mon- 1621 Keenland
babysating for 1 child between
Marnter
Motor
1604
Drive
for
sale,
Home
male
Call
Approximately 17 acres, level,
753-9422 1 00 to
Browning automatic. Sweet 16, Trailer Park. Nice and clean.
Paili!mg
Paperhanging
th. 10 acres tendable Priced features Olympic size pool.
1-4. Call 753-0952.
Dodson Avvenue, 753-8367
made in Belgium Nice. $350 $100 plus deposit 753-2493. 4 00 pm
General maintenance. Free
in the $60's Call 753-1492 at central heat and air, fireplace cleared, 372' of frontage.
Wiswell
Road.
State Highway
10. Bus. Opportunity 753-1208.
estimates. 759-1987.
Century 21 Loretta Jobs burglar alarm system. For more 1550 Priced to sell
Two bedroom trailers, com- 41. Public Sale
quickly.
Business Opportunity, National The Pistol People Invest in a pletely furnished, good condiRealtors for more information
information call Purdom & Call 703-921-1403 after 6 pm. 53. Services Offered
Reynolds aluminum products.
Company in largest field. feeling of security, largest tion, from $145 Call 153Thurman Real Estate, 153YARD SALE
Custom made cabinets music ALUMINUM SERVICE CO. Call
109
Ave
cattle
farm.
fenced,
establishing representatives variety, lowest priced, no 8964.
4451. Suzy Wells 753-1585:
753-0689
Friday and Saturday, if
woven wire barb on top. 2 big centers„ book cases. hutches
now! Low investment, high registration or red tape in KenGeneva Jones 753-6557.
weather permits. 303
/
2 miles
Stop! For all your repair needs,
ponds. creek with running Reasonable. 436-2566.
return. Sound company, will tucky. Country Boy Store, 9 Two bedroom trailer. 11
3rd St. Hazel. 8 a.m. water. well hooked to water CARP,ET CLEANING, free roofing, carpentry. plumbing
buy back if not successful Call miles west of Hopkinsville junc- on 641 South, $150 and
4:30 p.m.
and electrical work, look *no
.(502)- 965-5387- or (502) 545- tion KY 164-111., Hours 8-5, deposit. 753-4699.
Good commercial. trough with float control 20 estimates, satisfied references. morel -Calf 753-43226'or - 753•
3993. . • •
"BOYD MAJORS
.
"
Sunday 12-5.(502)885-5914. 30. Business Rental
location near several . acres of timber $82.000, Vibra-Vat steam or dry- clean: 9623 We'll do your lob large or
$22.000 down, and easy finan- ing. Call Lee's Carpet Cleaning.
Five party toy sale' Great vane
REAL ESTATE
lake resorts if only one
If you are not earning $480 per
small. All work done to your
753-5827.
cing. 492-8600 or 492-8403.
• ty! Cheap' Good condition
/538080
of the features of this
week or more call today. 22. Musical
satisfaction. 1308 Poplar, Saturday, 8 til 4
Concrete and block work. Block
46.
Homes
ForSale-.
District manager position open Ladies antique Malanto accor
large
building
Warehouse
on
two
• PrufesslunalServices
Thinking of remodeling your
garages.
basements.
driveways.
sale,
Friday,
Gprage
for the Auto Club of American. dian for sale.
Saturday.
acres
of
land.
Lots
of
With The Friendly Touch"
Must sell; 10 room brick home.
Storage Spats* •
753-6136.
house? We do it all! Hawley
walks,
patios,
steps.
free
2103 Edinborough Ladies
Unlimited earning potential
extras
including good
2 fireplaces and large lot. Call
For Rent
estimates. Charles Barnett, Bucy. 492-8120. •
clothes size 9-10, new gray
and automatic increases each 23. Exterminating
SMALL FARM
outbuildings. Owner
753-7931
•
753-475$
753-5476. '
- winter coat with hood,
-year. This is not -insurance. No
Wet basement? We make wet
Always yearned for
retired and needing to
47. Motorcycles
children's clothes, antique dinovernight travel. For more infor.
land of your own then
Carpentry: professional sheet basements dry. work completesell.
Let
Alex
tell
you
CALL
ALL
BUGS
For rent 2 large commercial ing table with 4 rose-back
matron call AC502-247-6003.
1977 360 cc Honda for sale, rock finishing: repair, and pa- ly guarenteed Call or write
look at this! Modern 3
more about it. Office
buildings across from M S.0 chairs. men's 10-speed bicycle
Asking $800 or best offer. Must ing robs too, Cai (502) 1-354- Morgan Construction Co
BR., brick, extra large
453-1651,
11.instructions
Home
753campus, available May, 1981
'sell, Call 767-4584,.
Route 2. Box 409A. Paducah.
L.4 t-•
(Wu
8565.
kitchen, central heat
1575.
Call 753-2967 after 5 pm
Private guitar instruction. All
KY 42001 or call day or night.
and air, 13.7 acres
49.
Used
For
Cars
your
Watkins
JAMES'
products
see
Beginning,
styles.
in1-442-1026,
Warehouv, 500 square feet
way
located
LA
Holman
Jones
at
Kelley's
217
Smith
Termite
termediate advanced. Chuck's
ANTIQUES
1971 Audi Fox GTI, one oviner.
Thornton Tile and Marble, 612
Will
do plumbing. heating.
between
Murray
and
13th
Street
or
call
753-3128.
Music. 753-3682.
Also 1978 Gremlin, one owner,
Si Pest Control
South 9th. 753-5719.
Custom Stripping and
painting, roofing carpentry
Mayfield off No. 164.
both
in
condition.
excellent
Fire
damaged
restoration.
Call
Phone
753-3914 , 31. Want To Rent
and
Tutor available. Certified
Repairing
753-2211 or 759-12/0'
Priced in low 40's.
Call 435-4468.
442-6677 or 527-1908.
teacher. 3 years teaching and
Refinishing. Custom
WANT A
Want
to
rent
or
lease
100-402
tutoring crxperience. Master's
1976 Buick LaSabre Custom, 4- Heating, Refrigeration, Air Con- Will haul driveway white rock
South I 2th at iycarnore
Cabinets and WoodFARM?
24. Miscellaneous
acre corn or bean ground. 642
door hardtop. AM-FM 8-track ditioners, appliance repairs. and Ag lime, also have any type
Degree and above. 436-2156.
Telephone 751-1651
dipping.
No
working.
95 acr
t 50 open.
P.O. 80,381
stereo with built in CB, tilt Bob's Refrigeration Service. of brown or white pea gravel
Antique furniture for sale, large 0207. Hatman & Hatman Farm
12. Insurance
Hwy. 641 South
home in
Neat
wheel, and more. Phone 753- Hazel Kentucky. 498-8370. Also do backhoe work Call n0
mahagoney dresser $200. Buchanan, Tennessee.
492-8850
condition.
prime
Fantastic rates on 1914 or Cherry stand with curly maple 32. Apts. For Rent
Would 'you like. to look around
Murray Ky 753-7829, Robert Roger Hudson 753-4545 or
753-6163
Almost new
large
POWS' -mobile homes. Sea- or,. drawer 1185. Small rocker with
We Buy
40 tsh again? Then see this
(Bobby)
Lockhart.
metal pole barn,
- cal Johnny Williams. your cane seat $135. Call 753-1326 Apartments for rent, near
And Soli
54..For
brick home located on quiet 1974 Cougar XR-7. take over Insulation
Trade
blown
in by Sears.
downtown, Call 753-4109
M.F.A. agent. 753-0445. .
tobacco barn, exstreet near MSU. It's lust for payments or $1150. 753-4083 save on
after 6 pm.
Will
trade
used Wheel Horse
these
pm.
high heating and
investment onyou 3 bedrooms (large master after 6
14. Want To Buy - Fireplace Inserts, automatic Furnished one bedroom apart- Two party garage sale' 1712 cellent
cooling bills. Call Sears. 753- riding lawn mower needing
Only
12 mile
ly
$85,000.
DeVille,
Cadillac
bedroom),
built
Coupe
in
den
1975
with
ment,
available
December
1st.
Plainverw Drive. Saturday
work on carberator for a chain
2310 for free estimate.
1965-66 Mustang convertible. two speed blowers, see through Call after 330, 753-7418.
E. of Ledbetter
storage unit 2 baths all clean, good condition. $2350.
November 15th, 8 111 4 pm'
saw in good condition. Call
Little or no rust on frame. Body glass doors, $499.99. Wallin
with
redecorated
paint
753-0900.
Church
Rd.
off
Hwy.
For rent 2 bedroom duplex, Screen door with glass, ladies
436-2289 after 6prn
Hardware, Paris.
any condition. 759-4509.
ROOFING
wallpaper, panelling. Land- 1968 Del Mont Oldsmobd
1346. Call today.
central heat and air, outlet for bowling ball, bag. and shoes
57. Wanted
Commercial and Resiscaped lawn with trees and 455 motor. excellent condition
Used playpen and car seat. Call Firewood: 18-24" seasoned, washer 'and dryer. Couple bicycles, children's riding toys.
dential, Shingle and
mixed hardwoods, $25 per
shrubs fenced backyard for Call 753-5463.
753-7E.42.
Wanted Full or part time house
preferred. No pets. Call 753- clothes, books, lots more!!
753-8080
rick, delivered. Call 753-8536.
Built-Up Roofs. Referprivacy Don't hesitate. Call
mother for a group of young
Want to buy: Used mobile
9141.
sale,
Saturparty
garage
Two
For sale. 1972 Olds Toronado,
/53-1492.
Century
21
Loretta
antis,
all
work
men at the Alpha Gamma Rho
Firewood, cut any length, mosthome, any size. 527-1362.
day. November 15th, rain or WARNING! Do not look at this Jobs, Realtors...Oh. yes. IT IS loaded, good condition. 753house For further details
giraranteuid. 753-6541
ly oak and hickory. $22.50 Furnished apartment, vacant. shine. There will be many col- property
unless you are priced in the 540's.
Call 753-5292 evenings
15. Articles For Sale
please contact Sam at 7537S9-1$S.
delivered. 753-8649. 489lectibles, clothes, near new
Import Auto Salvage 1977, 2
9872
2943 or 753-9117
Furnished apartments. one or items. toys and games, prepared to buy! The first
Chimneys, all fuel, triple wall 2492. or 753-0798.
temptation
is
the
beautifully
TC Toyota, 1975 2 TC Toyota:
two bedrooms, also sleeping household items, 11 hp mower,
pipe. 6-x30-, $29.99: 8-x30".
Firewood, $20 rick delivered. rooms.
1974 Datsun 1200: 1979 DatZimmerman Apart- 5 hp go-cart, 3-ton central treed 15 acres ..The second is
$29.99; installation kit, 6". Call 753-7490
the
or 753-9137.
home
that
consIsts
of
3
Planning to give your bathroom a
sun 1400, 1977 Fiat 1200, all
ments, South 16th, 753-6609.
$29.99. 8", $41.99. Wallin
heating and air-conditioning bedrooms, 2 baths, and rec
low
Firewood, oak and hickory, 18"
miles. Call 474-2325.
Hardware, Paris.
face-lift?
One and two bedroom apart- unit. Corner of Edinborough room_ The third is that it is
or 24". Also custom cut sizes.
1971 Lincoln. 4-door. price
ments, now available. 753- and County Cork, 8 AM tit ?.
Fairbanks scales. 24' platform, 489-2327.
close-in.. The fourth is owner
You may have the enthusiasm...but
$450. Call 753-9710.
8298.
35,000 gross. steel ball balancYard sale, Friday and Saturday, financing is available .Test
we
have the know how. Trust us to do
ing. $1500. trade. Evenings, King automatic wood heater, 34. Houses For Rent
Mercedes
Benz.
diesel
220,
8 til ?, North 4th, lust past your will power and call us at
WHY RENT?
brick lined, cast iron grates
759-1739.
753-1492 ..Century 21 Loretta
automatic,
Tropic.
dark
green.
exHawaiian
air,
any
job to your liking.
This home 'presently
and doors, lift off cook surface A nice 3 bedroom, 2 bath unJobs, Realtors.
cellent condition. $4000. tall
For sale: Hospital beds, exconsists of two aparttop model 8802B, $259.99. furnished, brick home. Storage 43. Real Estate
901-232-8360 after 5pm.
cellent condition. $50 and up. Wallin
ments but could be
*er************
.1r
rOW
building and rear patio. Water
WW
Hardware. Paris, TN.
Come In And See Us Today.
Five rolling acres a * easily converted back
Call Laverne, Marshall County
SIONOUT REALM UK.
1912 Plymouth Duster. slant 6.
furnished. Deposit requi ed.
Tb• Maim var. MO
Hospital. Benton. KY 527- MONOGRAMS by Faye's Coleman Real Estate, 153*short distance from * to one family dwelling.
INN., NO
Asking
new
front
seat
2-door,
•••••• berm sod
Monograms, 203 South 5th
8633.
*town with well conThere is a seperate .$900. Call 753-0193 after
9898.
FARMS NOA1ES
Street. 753-7743.
structed 3 bedrooms 2
4.30.
garage and large
Leather repair, dying, cleaning,
BUSINESSES
' *
Almo
Heights,
2
bedroom
brick,
*bath home equipped- * garden area. Ideal inLAKI AND INCREATIONA1
and alterations. Also saddle Patio doors for sale. 6 foot
19/6 Pacer X with luggag.
carport,
newly
redecorated.
*with a energy efficient * vestment property at
eRoPfarr
and harness repair. We make doors with screen, $100. Call Deposit and references
rack, power sleeting, power
re*wood burning stove. * $16,000. Phone 753Listings needed/ Offices
Ieather clothing. chaps, vests. 753-1326 atter 6 PM.
brakes. AM-FM radio. 8-track
quired. $195. Call 502-554:All for $35,900.
Coast to Coast. Buyers
tack, belts, purses, billfolds. Remington SL-4 chain saw, /138 after 4 pm.
1222. Kopperud Realty
air-conditioning.
tape,
Ere.
Everywhere.
and many other gift items. Cal' 18" bar. used very little. $125.
for full-time real
automatic in the floor, console.
"Quality That Will Please"
Nice country home, city water,
Well constructed
"Fro*" Utak.241-3934.
4
a n2d41.mag wheels. Call 435Call 753-2304.
estate service.
612 S. 9th
garage, garden, 4 miles east.
753-5719
*house
with
4
*
STROUT
REALTY
EVERYTHING
16. Home Furnishings Utility trailer, 14'x6', flat bed, Couples, no pets. References
J.I.(mom gnaw
*bedrooms, large living *
YOU'VE
1311
CANN.
ad
tri
axles.
$350.
Call 474-2325. and lease. $175. 153-7551.
Antique day bed. Best offer.
*room, and formal din- * BEEN LOOKING
Tawny. ly.
*
Call 753-6232.
26. TV-Radio
*ing room. 2 fireplaces, * FOR
Three bedroom brick, near Pt
753-0116
41
Cn
*2'-2 baths, central gas * Over 2,000 square feet
Cabinet stet°, hotpoint range G.E. color t.v., good condition. University, available now. No
2
rot
U.1
pets. $250. 753-3942.
compound bow, tree stand, Call 767-2548.
*heat and central air. * of living area on a tree
C-3
What's yours going to be? Western Kentucky's real estate
solid oak twin bed suite,
*Has
Has dry basement. * shaded lot. This home
Country
minutes
Living
rust
for
rent,
bedroom
house
Three
future is going to be very prosperous thanks to Governor
Baldwin organ.) fun machine), Wanted: Person to take up pay- 8 miles east of Murray. Call from townl Be ready to move *Reduced to $63,500. *
UJ
has
a
large
cedar
John Y. Brown Jr. .
2 end tables,, swag lamp. ment on 4 month old remote 436-2582.
right into this immaculate 3 *Owner financing to *
paneled family room
control color I.e. Warranted. J
cuckoo clock. Call 759-1322.
CI3
It's what you bring to the future that determines what the
ranch
house
buyer.
*qualified
bath,
bedroom.
2
with a wood burning
B Music, 753-7575.
LU
Two bedroom house, 11
/
2 miles featuring 4 acres of tendable *
- 430-5411
future brings to you. Bring a Real Estate Sales. License.
MOVING SALE! Bedroom suite,
fireplace, lots of
on
641
South,
$200
and
*
*broom
713-7470
land. Just some of the extras * Prom. km=71
living room suite, dining table 27. Mobile Home Sales deposit. 753-4699.
LU
cabinets and is close to
/3-5755:
ENROLL NOW IN
CC
besides good neighbors are a
A.
with 6 chairs, refrigerator. 1967 Detroiter, 10x55, partiala shopping center in
PADGETT REAL ESTATE INSTITUTE, Course 110, BASIC
on
7
al*NuW1.-734 •
stove and hood vent. All like ly furnished. $2200. Call after 37. Livestock-Supplies breakfast bar, ceramic tile- abir• 46•••••14.
A•01•••••
•
m..n.
quiet neighborhood.
REAL ESTATE PRACTICE, on December 5, 6, 7, & 12, 13,
new condition. 753-3519
5 pm. 759-4567
ARABIAN HORSES FOR SALE. bath, extra large closets, and
House is surrounded
0
14, in Henderson, KY., from 8 am till 5 pm daily at a cost of
*
won't
much
morel
This
one
last
Visitors welcome! South on
by other quality-built
$200. This Course satisfies one half the reciuirement to secure
Locust Grove Road. 753-6100. long' Hurray and call Wendy at • Mr*
Morruy-Calloway
homes. All this plus 3
0
Spann
Realty
Associates,
753your real estate license. It also satisfied the 30 Clock hour
Ree-Mar Arabians. 753-6126.
*
(minty Leahy
bedrooms
and
2
baths.
7124
requirement.
*
4.
M502)7534146 *
Mid $60s. A new listing
Double registered racking, TenTHANK YOURSELF TOMORROW FOR ACTING TODAY
304 N 1201,
*
nessee Walking filly. Excellent
0
through Kopperud
18 Acre Form with two •
>•
*
liberrey Cr 42171
*
APPLY TO: PADGETT REAL ESTATE INSTITUTE
ladies or young riders horse.
Realty.
announces it has
CC
bedroom frame house 8
P.O. Ben 743, HENDERSON. KY 42420
753-9390.
S***********t
0
three Barbers to
LL
acres tendable.
15021 826-1166
LU
For
sale:
full
stock
Yorkshire
Granada type soil
better serve you.
CC
boar. about 200 lbs. Call after
located on 121 North.
NAME:
6 pm, 492-8790.
S17,000.
For the finest in haircuts try the
0
-'4
For sale. 26 Feeder pigs. Call
225 LP. Miller St.
0
ADDRESS:
X
436-2161.
Across From Community Center
-J
•
Wheat straw for sale. Also one
Open Hours
,PHONE
1),1
goat. Call 753-3387.
UJ
MAIL THIS NOTICE WITH CHECK TO ABOVE ADDRESS
Mon.
8, Tues. 7:30-12:30
•1410,111TY 1.4.41.14(.110111•41
Simatissliki Shagging Cantor
38t Peis-Supplies
Exact location will be mailed to you, upon receipt pf this
Closed
Wednesday
S. 111fIs Street
Baste -and Advanced- dog obe- Income property SITIO apart
-application: "'U.
Mammy, Kentucky
Thurs., Fri. Set. 8:30-1 2:30
dience classes Breed handling, ment building, fully rented ex
Approved by the Kentucky Real E
Commission
X
Me Appainfineat Necessary
tracking, and protection All cellent income For sale by
.
Licensed by the State Board for Proprietary Education
Po.
breeds and ages Professional owner Low $20s Call 7537534772
•• THIS NOTICE WILL BE IN TODAY'S PAPER ONLY •••
instructor 436-2858
8742

in

's Cleaners, 605

:ST COPY AVAILABLE

753-3685

v.---•••••••••••
•
'
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Gov. Brown

Commission Affirms Penalty

Makes Statement

State Workers To Be Rehired
Ity DIANA TAYLOR
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. (API Gov. John Y. Brown Jr. says
20-year employees of state
government who lost their
jobs under his administration's layoff plan will . be
rehired within the next 90 days
if they choose to return.
Personnel Commissioner
Dick Robinson, who joined the
governor at a Friday afternoon press conference, said 70
people fall Into the "career
employee" category. Of that
total, he said, 28 remain to be
rehired by state government.
A breakdown of the other 42
showed that 22 have returned
to state employment,two have
tound jobs outside government, seven have retired, one
has moved,two have said they
are not interested and nine
have not responded to Personnel Department inquiries,
Robinson said.
Gov. John Y=Brown Jr,said
.that, under the merit-system
provisions which govern most
state employees, more than
-Iwo-thirds. of. .the • - career
employees lost their jobs when
their positions were abolished.
It wasn't that we were
picking out 20-to 30-year
'employees to lay off, but
'rather that through our
system of abolishing (governmental) units, it was

necessary that they be laid off benefits. More than 80 percent
too," Brown said.
of the reductions has come
Work has been under way through attrition, he said.
since early summer to rehire
The governor also predicted
the career employees, Brown that when his first year in ofsaid. His first approach was fice is completed, the state
encouraging
cabinet payroll will carry 4,190 fewer
secretaries to rehire the employees for a $65 million
employees whenever possible, savings.
Brown said.
Of the money saved, $21
"Because of the time ele- million in the Transportation
ment,I want more expeditious Department was used to build
action and. .1 am directing roads, Brown said, while other
that within the next 90 days, "pockets of money" were used
- that all 28 of these people will for salary improvements. be rehired for positions
Saying he remains committhey've applied for or posi- ted to a smaller state governtions that they have the ment, Brown added that, "I
qualifications to fill," the don't know what size we're gogovernor said.
ing to end up. We're going to
If the employees choose to find out what size state
return to positions differing government should be."
from the ones they held before
Brown also provided a
being laid off, they will have to breakdown of by-cabinet
go through a six-month proba- employee reductions. Only
tionary period,Brown said.
one, Justice, has added
"I do not want to force peo- employees for a 1 percent inple on state government that crease.
aren't going to be producThe reductions in the others
tive," he said. "If they change
were: Finance, 9 percent;
their position, I think in all Development, 8.3 percent;
fairness they have to be pro- Education and the Arts,8 perductive in that role. Hopefully, cent,. Public Protection and
, we'll fit these people in roles Regulation, 8.1 percent,'
where they are going to be ef- Natural Resources and Enfective."
vironmental Protection, 4.2
Brown added that the
percent; Human Resources,
employees' seniority benefits 8.4 percent; Transportation,
will carry over into their new
15.2 percent and Energy, 5.1
jobs, but their salaries may
percent.
not be the same.
The salaries may differ with
the positions, he said, adding
that he thinks they will be
"reasonably close to what
they were, making in the
past."
John Dale will speak • on
"At the same time, we have "What Mean These Stones?"
The University - Church of
to
carry
on
a
philosophy that with scripture from Joshua
Christ will hear Bruce Logue
speak on "Becoming One" we want our people to earn 4:19-24 at the 8:30 and 10:40
with scripture from Matthew their way in government," he a.m. services and on "Upon
'Whit.Can Young People De19:3-9 at the 10:30 a.m. ser- said.
Brown also said that state pend?" with scripture fom
vice, and Willard Ails speak
on ':Seeking the Lost" with employment has been reduced Proverbs 3:5-6 at the 6 p.m.
scripture from Mark 16:15-16 by 3,900 workers since he took services on Sunday, Nov. 16,
at the 6 p.m. services on Sun- office last December, at the Seventh and Poplar
resulting in a savings of about Church of Christ.
day, Nov. 16.
Assisting in the serviccs will
Vrooks, $60.5 million in salaries and
be Ray Karraker, Jerry Bolls,
Sherrill Gargus, Hamp W.
James Payne, Joe Thornton,
Brooks, Gary Taylor, Bobby
Don Winchester, Danny
Martin, Tim Feltner, Kyle
Cleaver, Mark Manners, Sam
Wall, Todd Lawson, Chad
Parker, Ottis Valentine, Phil
Lewis,Jinuny West, Roger
Cannon, Vernon Anderson,
Dunn, Ben Humphreys, Danny Nix, Charles Smothermon,
The Rev, Dr. Bill Whittaker, Kim Weatherford, Jamie
and Barry ,Grogan will assist pastor, will speak at the 10:45 Potts, John C. Steele, Noah
in the services.
a.m. and 7 p.m. services on Wehatley, Max Farley, and
Nursery supervisors will be Sunday, Nov. 16, at the First Amos Hill.
Teen nursery helper will be
Mary Taylor, Glenda Baptist Church.
Newsome, Mildred Myers,
Directing the music will be Karen Shultz and special class
Lillian Gilbert, and Ann Wayne Halley, minister of helper will be Kim WeatherThompson.
music, with Joan Bowker as ford. Webb Caldwell and Joe
Bible classes will be at 9:30 organist and Allene Knight as Garland will serve on the Exa.m.Sunday.
pianist. The Church Choir will tension Department.
Bible classes will be at 9:45
sing at the morning hour and
the Ladies Choir at the even- a.m.Sunday.
ing hour.
Dr. Lloyd Jacks, deacon of
the week, will assist in the services.
Sunday School will be at 9:30
"Pure Religion" with scrip- a.m. and Church Training,
ture from James 1:19-27 will GAs,and RAs will be at6 p.m.
The Youth of Elm Grove
be the 10:50 a.m. sermon topic
Baptist Church will present a
and "The Royal Law of Love"
musical "The Clown," on Sunwith scripture from James
day, Nov. 16, at the 6:15 ser2:1-13 will be the 7 p.m. tonic
vice. The musical was written
by the pastor, the 'Rev. Dr.
by Carl Mays,a native ofTenJerrell White,on Sunday,Nov.
nessee.
16, at the Memorial Baptist
Sunday School will be at 10
Church.
The Rev, R. J. Burpoe,
Mrs. James Carlin will sing pastor, will speak at the 10:45 a.m. with Donnie Buchanan,
director. Morning worship will
a solo,"His Way Mine," at the a.m. and 5:30 p.m. services on
be at 11 a.m. with Kerry
morning hour and Kim Sunday, Nov. 16, at the Grace
Vasseur as music director.
Bentley will sing a solo, "A Baptist Church, 617 South
The special music will be by
Song Is Born," at the evening Ninth Street.
the CHoir who will sing "I Am
hour. Milton Gresham will
Leland Peeler will direct the
direct the music with choir as they sing "The King _ Loved." The pastor, the Rev.
Calvin C. Wilkins, will be the
Margaret Wilkins as organist Is Coming" at the morning
speaker.
and Sharon Owensas pianist.
hour. The Youth group will
Church Training, directed
Joe Morton will serve as sing at the evening hour.
by Dwayne Fulkerson, will be
deacon of the week. The Dwane Jones is organist and
at 5:30p.m.
Children's sermon will be Terry Downey is pianist.
The Church pianist is Paula
prior to the morning service.
-Nursery workers will be
Sunday School will be at 9:40 Carolyn Caldwell, Hazel Ray, Kinsloving and the organist is
Glenda Rowlett.
a.m. Church Training with the Rachel Rickman, and Clovis
Rev. George Gray as speaker Jones. For bus information
will be at6 p.m.Sunday.
call Don Hale at 753-3063. Volunteer nursery workers
Sunday School will be at 9:45
will be Frances Boyd, Jerri a.m. Prayer Service and
Weatherford, and Kelly Youth Study; Group will meet
Thomas.
at 7 p.m. on Wednesday.
The first. United Methodist
Church will hear the pastor,
the Rev. Dr. Walter Mischke,
Jr., speak on "Finders
Weepers, Losers Keepers"
with scripture fr6m Luke
12:22-31 at the 8:45 and 10:50
a.m. services on Sunday, Nov.
16.
Larrie Clark will sing a solo,
"I've Done My Work," at the
early service. The Chancel
Choir, directed by Pao)
1979 Buick Electra Limited
Shahan, with Bea Farrell as
organist, will sing the anthem,
$7777.00
"Come Unto Me," at the later
Tinting Glass, Cruise Master. Wire Wheel Covers. Fuel
service.
Usage Indicator, Electric Door Locks, Electric Trunk
Release. Air Conditioning. Tilt Steering Wheel, AM/FM
The Children's Choirs will
Stereo Radio and Tape
also present special music at
the later service. The Chapel
Choir will sing • "For These
Keep That Great GM Feeling
Blessings" and the Carol
Choir will sing "Saviour Hear
With Genuine GM Parts
Us We Pray."
ou(Amur,
Church School will be at 9:45
73342517
641 forth
a.m.; UM Youth Fellowship
1101,11ei MRS
and Covenant Prayer groups y
will be at 5:30 p.m.; evening
worship will be,at 7 p.r.

John Dale Will
Speak At Seventh
And Poplar Church

University Church
Of Christ Will
Hear Bruce Logue

Dr. Whittaker Will
Speak At Both First
Baptist Services

Dr. Jerrell White
Gives Sermon Topics
For Sunday Services

Youth Of Elm Grove
Baptist To Present
Musical On Sunday

Rev. Burpoe Will
Speak At Services
At Grace Baptist

First United
Methodist To Hear
Pastor Speak Sunday
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Dwain Taylor,Chevrolet, Inc.
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Telephone Co. because of ser- September ot dlitiost S •
million. The increase %VIA ,:
vice inadequacies.
The commission approved have been $39 11111114441, but U.
rate increases for the URC said it believed tlw comtelephone company in.. pany had failed to tom,
sonic of its service problems
South Central Bell asked Pa
a rehearing, but the C01111111'.sion
later reaffirmed
"Chickens That Come Home the Lynn Grove Skating Rink, original ruling.
To Roost" with scripture from and a chili supper will be at
Luke 22:54-62 will be the sub- 6:30 p.m. at the church. Cost
ject of the sermon by the Rev. will bell for skating and chili.
Dr. David C. Roos at the 10:45
a.m. services on Sunday, Nov.
16,at the First Christian ChurFRANKFORT, Ky. I AP
ch.
The toll-free C0f18411114 ProThe Chancel Choir, directed
tection Hotline number has
by Margaret Boone with MaxThe executive committee of been changed to 1-800-432-9257.
ine Clark as organist, will sing
The number is available for
the Calloway County
the anthem, "Beautiful
Republicans met Nov. 10 in consumers who experience
Savior."
the home of Charlotte Ham- problems in the marketplace
Assisting in the services will
mack, vice-chairman of the to file a complaint.
be Helen Campbell,Gene LanThe hotline is currently beCalloway
County
dolt, Dr. A. H. Titsworth, Fred
Republicans, to assess the ing housed at the University of
Wells, Dana Bullock, Billie
overall results anddiscuss the Kentucky, where students and
Burton, Marie Forrester,Jack
implications of the Republican faculty are participating in a
Gibbs, Leah Hart, George
victory in the future direction venture to identify consume'
Landolt, Buffy Greer, Mr.and
problems and aid in their
Mrs. Henry Fulton, Mrs. of the Republican Party in
resolution.
Calloway County.
George Hart, and Rozella
Upon examination of voting
Henry.
The flowers on the commu- record statistics, which reveal
nion table will be in memory that Republican voter
registration in Calloway Counof Mrs. Ora Taylor Milburn by
her son-in-law and daughter, ty has more than doubled in
the past two years," it was
Mr.and Mrs. Harlan Hodges.
Marine Lance Cpl. Ronal,:
Sunday School will be at 9:30 agreed that there 'may be a D. Sales, son of Louis R. an,
trend
toward bipartisan Dessie P. Sales of Broad St
a.m. A church wide skating
party will be at 4:30 p.m. at government in Calloway Murray, has been promoted I
County.
his present rank while servin
KENDALL REPORTS
committee members pre41Iarine Pvt, Thomas D. sent were William Anderson, with the 2nd Force Servir
Support Group, located
Kendall,son of Jorine Kendall
Mark Epstein, Bill Fandrich, Marine Corps Base, Camp I
of 205 Pins St., Murray, has Dr. Burton Folsom, Charlotte
Jenne,
reported for duty with 2nd Hammack, Dr. James W.
He joined the Marine Corp
Marine Division, Camp Le- Hammack Jr., Max Miller,
October 1977. His wit.
jeune, N.C. A 1979 graduate of Stan Roberts, Dr. Miles Simp- • in
Josey, is the daughter of Rill'
Murray High School, he joined son, Edwin Thurmond, Maura
Parrish of E. 94th Highwa
the Marine Corps in April 1980.
Yoo and Dr. Yushin Yoo. also of Murray.
FRANKFORT, Ky. i AP, The state Utility Regulatory
Commission has reaffirmed
the $2 million penalty it imposed on South Central Bell

od.' •

Roos Gives Sermon Topic
WORKSHOP HELD - An all-day workshop for
librarians and staff in the Purchase Area was held at
the Calloway County Public Library Tuesday, Nov. 11.
Linda Sherrow and Martha Gregory from the Department of Library & Archives in Frankfort conducted the
workshop on new reference materials. Brenda
Rowlett, Pu%hase regional librarian, coordinated the
session. Pictured are librarians from Graves, Marshall,
Ballard County, Fulton, McCracken, Hickman and
Galloway Counties.

Carroll Son Attorney
To Meet With Federal
Prosecutors To Testify
-By CHARLES WOLFE
Associated Press Writer
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP)An attorney for Kenneth M.
Carroll, son of former Gov.
Julian Carroll, says he will
meet with federal prosecutors
to set a date for the younger
Carroll to testify before a
special grand jury.
Lexington attorney Lyle
Robey made the statement
Friday after U.S. District
Judge Bernard T. Moynahan
refused to quash the younger
Carroll's subpoena.
Moynahan also. refused to
disqualify three grand jurors
whose objectivity, Robey said,
had been "tainted" by a conversation between a witness
and the grand jury foreman.
The incident occurred Oct. 8
and involved grand jury
foreman Hollis Brown and
Frankfort wrecking contractor Lucian Carrier.
Carrier . that day told
reporters he had testified
about selling used building
materials to Julian and Kenneth Carroll.
Carrier later told The Ken-lucky Post that Mrs. Brown
approached him after his
testimony -and asked whether
he or Kenneth Carroll had old
barn lumber for sale. Mrs.
Brown denied mentioning Carroll.
Carrier and Mrs. Brown recounted their versions in
testimony Friday. Also testifying were Carroll, court
reporter Barbara LeRoy and
Robert G. Andary, one of
three federal attorneys conducting the grand jury probe.
Testimony indicated at least
two other grand jurors
overheard the conversation.
Andary and Mrs. LeRoy supported Mrs. Brown's version.
Carroll testified that Carrier
told him about the incident.
The significance of Carrier's grand jury testimony
could not be determined and
prosecutors have called the
controversy "silly." But Carroll testified Friday he felt he
was "being set up" because of
the conversation.
Roby said Mrs. Brown and
thrjIirors who overheard the
nversation should be disqualified because the incident
"so taints the grand jury ...
that Kenneth Carroll cannot
have his constitutional right to
an impartial grand jury."
He also said Andary was
guilty of "prosecutorial
misconduct" because he ques-

St. Leo's Catholic
Church To Have
Masses Two Days
The St. Leo's Catholic
Church will have masses at
6:30 p.m. today and at 8 and 11
a.m. and 4:30 p.m. on Sunday,
Nov. 16, with the Rev. Martin
Mattingly as the celebrant.
Assisting in the services for
November are Celeste Cambron, Victor Fromm, Mar)
Gertzen, Jerry Kelly, Joan
Soulier, John Farrell, Ed Fenton, John Cavanaugh, Tom
Dowdy, Rick Wagoner,
Carmen D'Angelo, Danielle
Brennan, Carol Holcomb,
Tom Holcomb, Clarence
Kurowski, Tad Dowdy, Jeffrey
Dowdy, Kenneth
Mikulcik, John Muehleman,
Frank Boone family, Rose
Bogal, Bob Garland family,'
Marilee Poulter, Marjorie
Wagoner, Larry Krouse family, Karen Pfiester, Marilee
Poulter, Frances Ross Family, Cindy Baer, Joan and
Margaret Sootier, •Paul
Poulter, Paul Kurz, Frank
Boone, John Boltz, and Connie
-- The Newman Club and St.
Leo's Youth Group will sponsor the Fall Festival on Sun'
day from. 12 noon to 6 p.m. at
the Parish Center.

boned Mrs. Brown, but not
Carrier,about the incident.
Andary said he didn't...question Carrier "because I
.overheard the converlation
myself and I didn't need to ask
somebody else what was
said."
Moynahan said some
discourse between jurors and
witnesses is inevitable
because "you can't conduct
grand jury proceedings in a
vacuum."
Tom Loftus, the Post
reporter who wrote about the
conversation, was subpdniaed
by Hobey, out was not called
to testify. Moynahan,
therefore, did not rule on thit
Post's motion to gnash Loftus'.
subpoena.

Calloway County
Republicans Hold
Committee Meeting

Toll-Free Consumer
Protection Hotline
Number Is Changed

Cpl. Ronald Sales
Promoted In Marine,
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There's a Christmas Bonus
for you ...

SAVE100

ON RCA 25

REMOTE CONTROL COLORTRAK

Now, for a limited time, you can buy a new
1981 Remote Control ColorTrak console and get
a $100 Christmas Bonus direct from RCA.
Choose from a wide range of models, in styles
to fit every decor.
All feature the electronic touch-button tuning
ease and Quartz Crystal precision of RCA's new
Infrared Remote Control, the most advanced in
RCA history. You can select any VHF or UHF
channel, turn the set on or oft adjust
volume—all from the comfort of your chair.

You also get Automatic Color Control and
Fleshtone Correction, Automatic Contrast/Color
Tracking and RCA's Super AccuFilter 100° picture tube. Plus RCA's Detail Processor for a
picture so sharp it's almost 3-dimensional
Buy Now—Offer ends December 28, 1980
Just fill out the Christmas Bonus Certificate that
we will give you, and send it to RCA with proof
of purchase. You'll get a check from RCA in
about six weeks

YOUR CHOICE—Models GER760R-764R-765R-768R

Regular Price $959.00
Less RCA Bonus $100.00
Your Cost $859.00

MURRAY. KENTUCKY

IF
-BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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